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Chapman sentenced
in Lennon murder case
NEW YORK (AP' - Mark
David Chapman. remaining
silent except to read from "The
Catcher in the Rye." was
sentenced Monday t020years to
life in prison for killing former
Beatie John Lennon.
The prosecution said Chapman. a 26-year-old Cormer
mental patient. murdered the
beloved singer-songwriter last
Dec. 8 for' 'self aggrandizement
... to steal someone else's
Came."

But Chapman's lawyer in·
sisted to the last that the
murder was an insane act and
that his client was not mentally
competent when he pleaded
guilty on June Zl.
The minimum possible
penalty for second-degree
murder under New York law is
15 years to life. and the
maximum is 25 years to life.
The 20-year sentence means
Chapman must serve 20 years
before becoming eligible Cor
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Staff Writer
The fight by Charles McCaughan. the Carbondale fire
chief who is trying to stop
George Mace's $50.000 paid
leave, is not over yet, despite
approval of the payment by the
Board of Trustees.
McCaughan began a petition
drive in June to stop the
payments. He objected to the
University's plan to pay Mace
his full salary for a year after
Mace had resigned as vice
president
for
university
relatiolL'l. Mace resigned May
12 to become an executive
consultant for the American
Council on Education. Mace,
who has academic rank in the

political science deparbnent.
reportedly will return to SIU-C
after one year with the ACE in
Washington.
McCaughan went before the
board in July with 1,242
signatures opposing
the
payment of the salary. The
board, after hearing Me·
Caughan's case, approved the
payment.
McCaughan now plans to go
to the Legislature to block tl>e
payment and to change tha
University's policies on paid
leaves.
"I'm planning on taking this
through the state government
aD the way to the governor, if I
have to." McCaughan said. "I
feel this whole deal with Mace
was completely wrong."
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experience in Washington and
the contacts he would make
would benefit the University
when he returned.
See MACE Page 18
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Gus says the fire isn't CDt until
die fire chief says it is.

Bond set in alleged child abuse case
By Liz Griffin
Suff Writer
Bond was set at $100,000
Monday for a Murphysb~ro
woman who was charged With
the severe beating of her 16month-olci daUlbter who was
taken in critical condition to a
St. Louis hospil al over the
weekeud.
The woman, Sherry Lynne
Mitchel, 20, of 549 S. 17th Ave.,
was charged witb attempted
murder and two counts of
aggravated b:lttery Moi1day in
Jackson County Circuit Court.
The child, Shannon Mitchell,
was listed in critical condition
at Cardinal Glemon Memorial
Hospital with bruises over her

petition Tuesday in juvenile
court to terminate the woman's
parental rights to Shannon and
any children she may bear in
the future.
Mitchel's arrest came after
the child was br-ought to the
emergency room of St. Joseph
Memorial Hospital in Murphysboro Sunday morning by
an
unidentified
woman,
Clemons said his office is Clemons said.
investigating a separate in. "(The woman) said to the
cident in June involving registered nurse something to
ShaDllOll.
the effect, 'Here. Take this
"At the time it wasn't con- baby. I have to go find the
sidered child abuse," be said. mother, .. ' Clemons said
A preliminary hearing date Monday.
was set for 1:30 p.m., ~t. 23,
He said Mitchell was unin Jackson Couaty ClI'cuit married and had been living
Court,
with a couple who have three
CIemOllS said be would file a children.
entire body camed by fists and
a belt, according to Jackson
County States' Attorney John
Clemons.
Clemons had asked for a $1
million bmd in what he caned
one of the "most serious offenses" he has seen of its kind in
his seven years as a Jackson
County pro&ecWug attorney.

Chapman was to be moved

In pronouncing sentence,
Acting State Supreme Court
Justice Dennis Edwards
rt:jected Marks' contentiGa that
the killing was an insane act,
saying it was "an intentional
crime. a crime care.ully
planned and executed. He knew
what he was doing."
The judge added that he bad
no doubt that Chapman would
"benefit from psychiatric at·
tention" and said be would
recommend it.
Prosecutor Allen Sullivan, in
urging that Chapman get
"more than the minimum,"
said the deCendant had "00 real
sorrow for having executed
another human being."
"He wanted to steal someooe
else's fame. someone else's
attention. in this case, Jobn
Lennon's." said Sullivan.
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Fight to stop Mace's paid leave
goes·on despite board support
8y David Murpby

Marks said he would not file

:~3=1 to~nless Chapman

immediately to Rikers Island
and will be transported to Sing
Sing prison in Ossining for
processing on Tuesday before
being moved to an upstate
prison to serve his term.
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killing oC a law enforcement
orricer.
The
defendant's
only
statement was to read a
passage from the popular J.D.
Salinger novel. which he
carried with him the night he
pumped Cour bullets from a .38
pistol into Lennon outside the
Dakota, the luxury Manhattan
apartment building where the
music ia n lived with his wife and
son.
Chapman,
wearing
a
bulletproof vest under a blue
pull-over shirt. read aloud a
passage in which the book's
young hero. Holden Caulfield.
imagines thousands of children
in a field of rye, oblivious to the
danger of a nearby cliff.
Following the sentencing,
Chapman's lawyer. Jonathan
Marks. said his client said
nothing more "and he said he
does not plan to talk anymore."

Hinckley indicted
in Reagan shooting
WASHINGTON (AP) John W. Hinckley Jr. was
indicted for attempted
assassination Monday in a
legal process as brief as the
burst of gunfire that felled
President Reagan and three
ather persons March 30
outside a Washington hotel.
Hinckley, whose passionate
fantasy of love for a
Hollywood actress led him to
vow that he would get
Reagan, faces arraignment
Friday when he will enter splea.
Hinckley has undergone extensive mental
testing since the shooting,
and his attorneys could claim
in later motions that he is
innocent by reason of insanity.
The 13-count indictment
returned
before
U.S.
magistrate Jean F. Dwyer
charged Hinckley with
shooting the president, White
House Press Secretary
James S. Brady, Washington
policeman
Thomas
Delahanl! and Secret Service
Agent Timothy J. McCarthy.
Five of the COUD3 could
~ a life tam for Hinckley.
His father, John Sr., a
wealthy oil executive who
beads the Vanderbilt Energy
Corp. in Denver, said Monday
he hoped "the best result is
obtained for our troubled
son." The White House had no
comment.
Friday's arnilRJllenl will
be held before U ,S. District

Judge Barrington D. Parker,
who received the case in an
unusual procedure designed
to show there was no bias in
the judicial assignmE'nl.
Senior U.S. Distric-: Judge
George L. Hart Jr , flanked
by two colleagues, drew
Parker's name from cards
containing tbe names of
judges available to bandle the
case. At the time of the main
Watergate trial, chief judge
John Sirica was criticized
privately by some of his
colleagues for his decision to
assign the case to himself.
The indictment simply
listed the charges. reflecting
a conclusion already reached
by the FBI: that Hinckley
acted alone. The shooting was
the ninth attempt to
assassinate a U.S. president.
Four presidents were killed.
Hinckley, 26, wrote in an
unmailed letter to actress
Jody Foster that he wanted to
"get Reagan" to prove his
love for her. The letter was
discovered by investiptors
in Hinckley's Washington
hotel room after his arrest.

Ii Hinckley's lawyers raise
the defense of insanity, they
would likely do so duriIW the

pretrial motions. Such a
defeuse CGUld bring into the
case Hinckley's infatuation
with Miss Foeter, a Yale
Univenity student who
starred in the movie, "Taxi

Driver."

Remap decision up
to draw from Abe's hat
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The
lUinois LegislalUre. unable to
break a st.-month partisan
deadloet over drawing a new
statepotitical map. is turning to
Abraham Lincoln for help.
A decade or political power in
the Legislature could be
determined Tuesday when
Secretary of State James Edgar
puBs a name from a foot-high
stovepipe bat once worn by
Honest Abe himself.
The name drawn by Edgar
will be that of a former
governor. either Democrat
Samuel H_ Shapiro or
Republican Richard B. Ogilvie.
The two were nominated for the
tiebreaker slots earlier this
month by the state Supreme
Court. as required by the state
constitution_
The job of carving up the
political pie was supposed to

have been done durtng the
spring Gent'ral :\~~emhh'
session. but lawmakers feude<t
biUerly over the shape of the
state's political future.
The battle lines weren't
always
drawn
between
Democrats and RepUblicans.
Members of the House, many
facing political extinction in
1982 elections, often disagreed
with their Senate coUeagues.
Under a constitutional

~~tr:reu!~al~~:~et~~:eo~m

be reduced from 171 to 118 seats
in 1983.
Mter the Legislature failed to
resolve the remap issue, it
appointed an eight-member
commission, with four members f rom each party. When the
commission couldn't agree on a
new map by an Aug. 10
deadline, the Supreme Court

nominated ORilvie and Shapiro
file a remapping plan.
Despite the threat of a winner-take-ali situation. there
appeared to be little hope
Monday for an lIth-hour sett1emenl
Sen. James Donnewald, DBreese. commission chairman,
said. "There's always bope,"
but conceded chances were
"very slim."
Donnewald said he did nol
think the ninth commission
member simply would sign his
name on a partisan map.
"The constitution and the
courts will be overseeing this.
You can't draw an extremely
partisan map. You have to be
halfway fair or more than
that," he said.

Reagan plans arms sale to Arabia
WASHINGTON (AP.
President Reagan. beginning
his first foreign policy baUle
with Congress. notified the
lawmakers Mooday of plans for
a controversial S8.;J billion arms
sale to Saudi Arabia that includes five super-sophisticated
A WACS radar planes.
If Congress goes along, it
would be the largest U.S. arms
sale ever made to another
nation. The Boeing-made
AWACS - for Airborne Warning and Control Systems and support equipment alone
are priced at 55_8 billion.
Reagan's decision to move
ahead with the deal assures a
foreign policy fight with

Congress, where a majority in
both houses have already indicatedopposition.lsraelalso is
strongly opposed.
In a letter to Congress.
however. the administration
made clear it will attempt to
justify the sale on grounds it is
needed to protect vital U.S.
interests, especially the oil
fields. from threats by the
Soviet Union and other hostile
nations. such as Libya.
,·It will help ensure continued
Western access to vital Persian
Gulf oil." said a letter from the
Defense Department to the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
"By
enbancing
Saudi
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Solidarity accused

-
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&-nale asks .for William

s expulsion

W~SHINGTO!'II (AP)-The Senate ethics committee voted
unan!mously .l\~onday to recommend expulsion • of Sen.

Harrison A. WIlliams Jr., for "ethically repugnant" conduct in
the Abscam case.
B~t the co~mlttee noted that the New Jersey Democrat has
motions pend!ng before the court where he was found guilty
May 1 on brIbery and conspiracy charges and as a result
recommended. that ~e Senate take no action on its expulsion
recommendation untIl those motions have been acted on.
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Fr. Eric Meyer: History of Christian Thought
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o.f espionlllfe

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - The government bitterly accused
the Solidarity labor federation of espionage Monday and
rebuked Western diplomats, particularly those of the United
States, for contacts with the union.
Solidarity announced further challenges to the state. saving
steelworkers at the sprawling, sooty Huta steelworks at
Katowice printed voting tickets and built ballot boxes for a
referendum on ousting their boss.
In Radom. a one-hour bus strike was called for Tuesdav
because of long-standing grievances, and printers in ttJe
northern city of Olsztyn refused for the sixth straight day to
print the local Communist Party newspaper.
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PASADE!'IIA. Calif. CAP) - Voyager 2, just one day from its
rendezvous with Saturn. sent back photographs Mondav that
revealed the moon Hyperion as a strange. misshapen saiellite.
someth~ng like a "~attered hockey puck."
The rIDged planet s moon may have been knocked aOATV in a
collision with a large chunk o(space debris. scientists Said.
~y late Monday. when its trajectory took it within 300.000
miles of Hyperion, the ship was 7i2,OOO miles from Saturn's
swirling gold~!1 clouds. That's nearly a billion miles from
earth.

Join us on August 25, 26, and X7. 1981
to register for 2 credit courses from

--,-
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Arabia's ability to intercept
hostile aircraft, the sale will
reduce the probability of major
power confrontation in this
region," it also said.
The AWACS, which are a
modified Boeing ;!Yi capable of
providing aerial surveillance of
up to 400 aircraft for 350 miles.
heretofore have not been sold
outside the United States and
Europe. although the government had contracted to sell
some to Iran prior to the
downfall of the shah.
The air-to-air missiles are:
i~entical to those used by U.S.
Navy F:Hs ,last ,!eek to ~wn
two o( LIbya s SOViet-made Jets_
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Extra Arkansas. Missouri. and
Federal duck stomp prints available
Call for order

30% off oil paintings
p-Ius

2 regular mats

FREE

with purchase of Maynard Reece
Limited Edition print
SALE ENDS AUG. 31

Murdale district, Carbondale
battle over supplying of water

State representative
to run for treasurer

As
Carbondale
begins
preparations for hooking up
water service to homes on
Tower Road. a court fight may
be brewing between thecity and
the Murdale Water District
over which has the right to
supply the water.
"If they try to do that. I'm
sure we will end up in court."
William Ridgeway. attorney for
the Murdale Water District
Board of Trustees. said.
The water district board
plans to meet Tuesdar night to
decide a course 0 action.
Ridgeway said.
The Carbondale Water
District presently provides
sewer service to the 26 homes
on the road but water service is
provided by the Murdale Water
District. City Manager Carroll
Fry said an ordinance. which
was passed in 19n. will allow
the city to take away sewer
service from any building
refusing city water.
However. both the city and
any Tower Road resident who
switches to city water service
may face legal action by the
Jlurdale Water District.
"Murdale will be forced to
take action against the City of

Staff Writer

Carbondale and any other
persons who seek to take its
property and customers or
violate its ordinances:' Water
District Board Chairman John
Herbert Neal said two weeks
ago in a letter to the residents.
The dispute began six years
ago when the city began
receiving complaints from
residents who feared they were
receiving inadequate fire
protection with the water
system. according to Jack
Foster. director of water and
sewer services for the city.
"It comes to protecting the
lives of the people out there as
well as the value of their
homes." Foster said.
For six years. the city has

~h:nw::~~mt~tct~: ra~fi~f:s~

which serve 515 customers on
the west side. but a price has
never been agreed upon. Foster
said. In an effort to settle the

~s=:~KO:~~lin!~OU:~~~ci~
attempt to begin providing
water service to Tower Road
residents. Foster said.
"The intention of the city is to
force a decision." he said.
Tower Road was chosen

because it is the "most costeHective area" to begin
providing the service. Foster
added.
"There is no intention of
trying to put these people in the
middle." he said.
Foster said the water hookup. whkh usually costs over
S300. will be provided free to
Tower Road residents.
Owners of 23 of the 26
buildings involved in the
dispute have authorized the city
to connect its water service.
The connection dates have not
been set. but Foster said he
"would like to see it before the
cold weather."

Bv l.iz (irifrin

State Rep_ Gerald Bradley. DBloomington. announced
Monday he is seeking the
Democratic nomination for
state treasurer_
Un a two-da\'. six-cit\' trek
that included Carbondaie. the
5:I-year-old legislator and
businessman said he would
withdraw from the race if the
current treasurer decides to run

He also said Carbondale
water rates are about "50
percent of what they pay at
Murdale."
Fry said no action will be
taken toward the residents who
have not agreed to accept city
water service.
When the 26 buildings involved were erected and began
receiving water service from
the water district. Tower Road

~:tS ttO~~ ~~c~tb~;~~S:::

Rep. Gerald Bradley

for the post again.
But Bradley. a 14-year
Legisla ture member. said
Democrat Jerry Cosentino has
indicated to him he will not run
for re-election as treasurer and
intends to seek another office.
At a press conference at the
Southern Iilinois Airport.
Bradley said he is testing the
political waters and. "If the
waters weren't wann J wouldn't
be here todav."
Other cand-idates for the post
are Lake County Clerk Grace
Mary Stern. a Democrat; and
former House Speaker Robert
Blair and John Dailey. of
Peoria. both Republicans.
Bradley is a former House
Majority Whip and a member of
the board of directors of a
savings and loan firm in
Bloommgton.
He said he is researching
ways the state treasurer can
invest state funds in banks to
help lower mortgage rates for
Illinois home-buvers.
"What I consider the most
serious problem in this country
and state is the high interest
rate." he said.
The state treasurer is
responsible for investing over
$1.5 billion a year in state
reserves.

PUBLIC NOTICE
DIRECTORY INFORMATION
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT CARBONDALE
Under ... University policy on ... ".lease of Student Informatfon and Public law
933ID as amended.... University may make CXCftSible to ony person extemol to
the University "directory information" concerning 0 student. unless tflat student notifies
the Office of Admissions ond Records that he or she objects to the release of such
information. Directory information is considered to be public in nature and will be
released ot any time upon request without prior approval from the student. Notice
is therefore given that directory information listed· below in respect to each student
enrolled at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale will be ovailable to any person
unless the student files in writing with the Office of Admissions and Records a
request to restrict rel_ of student directory information to external sources.

The University has designated as directory information the follOWing student information:
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Student name.
Student local address and telephone number.
Student home address and telephone number.
Date-of-birth.
Current term hours carried.
Classification (freshman. sophomore. etc.).
Academic unit.
Major.
Dates of attendance.
Degrees and honors earned and da....
The most previous educational agency or institution attended prior to enrollment
at South4trn illinoiS University.
Participotion in officially recognized activity or sport and weight. height and pictures
of members of athletic teams.
Picture.

Any student enrolled for the foil Semester who does not wish to hove released
any or all of the abov. listed Items of Information should contact. in person. the
Office of Admissions and Records. Woody Hall by Thursday. Sept. 3. 1981. Students
who elect to restrict ...1 _ of studnet information must sign 0 statement to that
effect. The restriction on the release of student Information will be valid until
September T. 1982. and must be renewed annually each Fall.Semester.
Students who wish to verify or correct the existing student directory Information
must also contact in person. the Office of Admissions and Records. Woody HclII •
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Opinion & Gommentary

Hartzog appointment
is good news for sports
On Sept. 1 SIU -C track coach Lew Hartzog will assume the
position of interim director oi men's athlctic~, The ann~ncem~nt of
the choice was made last week by Bruce Swmburne, \1Ce president
for student affairs.
_
The choice of Hartzog is both timely and sound.
The 1981-82 school year will be an importa~t. one fnr the SIU-.C
athletics program. The most important ~ec!s!on to be made IS
whether to combine the men's and women s programs under one
director or leave them separate.
..
The appointment 01 a men's director who can ~tep mto the Job at
the beginning of the ,,:ear affords ~wmburne the ~lI:ne to .ponder that
decision while dealmg With hiS other admmlstrative responsibilities.
He c()ludn't have picked a more capab!e ~nd respected man than
.
Hartzog. His coaching record speaks for Itself.
In the seven vears that Hartzog's teams have played ID the
Missouri Vallev -Conference. the record has been consislently excellent: The outdoor track team has garnered seven firsts. t~e indoor tr<1ck tecun five and the cross·country squad three, That IS all
in addition to 11 conference titles prior to joining the MVC.
Hartzog's formidable coac!lIng r~o:-d. th~ resJlttt he has earned
nation\\ide and the solid. ~massummg way .1D wh~ch he ap~r?'lc~es
his responsibilities all speak ';olumes for hiS emment Gualiflcahon
for the job,
Hartzog admits that he is assuming essentially a carelaker role as
interim director. He will probably not be in office long enough to
make any major decisions about tte future ~f men's athleticS.
However, he will stili have the opportumly to affect ,Ihe level ?f
fan support for Saluki teams. which is often s,adly lackmg. And. In
retaining his position of track c:;ach. he Will also have Ihe opportunity to lead by example,
,.
' ,
If Hartzog is one-half ~~ succes£,fu,l In hIS new position as he has
been coaching track. Swmbume m:gnt ,wanllo persuade Hartzog to
take the position on a permanent baSIS.

-CLetters---Right-wingers hang themselves
1981 will be remembered as
simple fact. it is inherently
an ironic vear for the morality meaningless in a moral sense.
mongers: Two d the right
The relative brute strength of
wing's key spokesperso:Js. men should not be admired for
perhaps without even planning itself. but praised or blamed
te. became apologists fr.r :·ape. according to how it is used.
Phyllis Schlafly. testifying on Strength is admirable if some
sexual harassment in the work- teenagers use it to push a car
place lone wonders why she out of a snowdnft; it is
called to testih', since she abhorrent if those same
doesn't hold a nine-to-five job in teenagers use it to extort lunch
an office). declared flatly that money
{rom
terrorized
there is no harassment of classmates.
women by men. If any grabbing
Virtues, as well as simple
goes on, it's because. according facts, are subject to corruptim.
to Phyllis. the women in A desire (or justice can be
question dress. speak. walk or perverted into a self-righteous
breathe provocativelv, making holy war. Courage can be
their loose morality manifest to perverted into recklessne~s.
those poor undisciplined men. The instinct of self-preservation
In other words, ·'they were can
be
debased
into
asking for it."
miserliness. Such perversion
On May 21, Jesse Helms usually takes place when we
corraled 52 senators into (orget the difference between
limiting federal funds for means and ends.
abortion. When asked about the
Thus. when male strength is
estimated 15.000 pregnancies a . glorified for its own sake. ~d
vear caused by rape, the not used as a means to attam a
kn()wledgeable
Nortb higher goal. it becomes
Carolinian dismissed the issue machismo. Men consequently
as "a red herring whereby waUow in their "superiority",
people come up four months and brainwash or browbeat
laterandsay. 'Oh. bv the way, I their women into believing the
was raped four months ago,''' same myth. They both jump to
I can't help but wonder, as cid the conclusion that superiority
Hunter S. Thompson a few in one
respect
means
veal's ago, whether Helms superiority in an respecls.
;.vould think rape is a "red
U this were so, we wouldn't
herring" if the senator were need a series of Olympic Games
Jumped in the Capital parkin~ every four years; a single foot.ot and sodomized by four burly race would suffice. We would go
men.
on from there to assume that
Beyond that. this is a ('ase of the nation with the best runner
the right wing trapped in a bog also has the best skier. jumper
IIf having to foUow its beliefs to and swimmer.
Iht'ir logical. and immoral.
This is. of course. false logic,
conclusions,
but this is the false logic that
:'I1.lle strength IS. in itself,
currently
governs
our
tll'itht'r good nor bad. It is
legislative dispute over sex
simplva fact. a statement of
roles. It is the false logic that
:;oml'thing Ihat is. StatisticaUy, allows the so-called "pro-life"
JIIt'n t('nd to be larger than and "law and order" groups to
\\ nmt'n. a nd a re therefore more be "pro-rape"aswen. The right
t'flil'lent in performing certain wing has convicted Itself out of
kinds of brute labor. There are its own mouth. and should noW
l'Xl'l'plions to the general confront their own tangled logic
II't'nd- wimpy men and burly
to determine what went
\\ ullh'II-- but the statistical
wrong. -- Patri('k D.·azen.
;I\l'ra!!l' still holds. Being a
Rroadcasting Serv~e.
1'.It!•• ~, Il.. il~' l-:!!~ptian ..~U!!US, 2,';. 1981

COL. QADDAFI, the
fuehrer of a Soviet client
state. was. appropriatl'ly. in
another one (South "iemto;J)
when a Libyan pil~t of ~n
determined natIOnality
(North
Korean?
North
Vietnamese? most of his
pilots, like his armaments.
come from the Soviet empire)
got Libya on the losing side of
a scrap with the United
States. the great Satan. But
such is his international
obnoxiousness. The only
warm support Libya has
received has been from Iran.
Svria (a source of some of his
pilots) and some of the
Palestinian terrorists in his
employ.
However, on the day of the
episode a U.S. TV network
reported that although the
United States says it wants
Libya to moderate its
behavior, an American
"source ," unnamed of
course, doubts this will
happen if the United States
"allows shooting incidents to
develop." What is more
dismal- the fact that such
~Ie exist, or that networks
lIISist on dredging them up?
Consider the choice of the
word "allows." (Television
usually leaves unclear
whether such choices are by
the reporter or the source,)
Qaddafi is a mad dog on the
streets of the world, a
peculiar
and
perhaps

ru~~ti~r~~r :~ ~
Philippines to Northern
Ireland. His assassination
squads have roamed from
Rome to North America. He
is perpetually at odds with,
and occasionally at war with,
nations contiguous to his (one
of which he has occupied). He
has expressed his loathi~ for
the
United
States
rhetoricaUy, and by sacking
our embassy. yet someone
wonders whether the United
States shooId have "allowed"

DOONESBURY

George F.
Will
Libya to get involved in a
shooting incident?
PRESUMABLY
WE
"ALLOWED" this by not
respecting Libya's claim to
:1M) miles of international
water _ Never mind that
respecting that impudence
would have incited even more
preposterous claims.
Much has been made-or,
more precisely. many have
tried to make much-of the
fact that the President was
not awakened earlier to be
briefed about this one-minute
"crisis." Crisis? When the
tail of a stallion whisks away
a fiy, the Oy bas a criSis, the
stallion doeS not. But the little
episode
over
the
Mediterranean can
be
salutary in many waysunless the administratim is
driven to defensiveness by
the tone of journalistic
inquiry. ("Was it really
necessary to shoot back?"
"Won't this make Qaddafi
even more irritable?")
This episode, properly
defended. will send an
overdue message to the
Soviet Union about U.S.
willingness to use force; and
to Soviet clients about the
immlDlities not conferred by
their status; and to moderate
Arab states about the
vulnerability of immoderate
states; and to our enemies
everywhere
about
the
stallion's hooves.
BY
ITS EXCESSIVE
preoccupation with domestic
policy, the administration
bad dissipated an asset-the
healthy anllIil'ty of our
enemies. They worried that

the new president wowd be a
prickly nationalist, and an
international activist. Until
now he has had neither the
inclination nor the occaloion
for. confirming this.
The reassertion of U.S
power is incomparably the
most important component of
the Reagan program. He has
a much clearer mandate for
that than he has for his
budget-cutting. The United
States has been flinching
from the confident (and
hence has been incapable of
competent) employment of
its military assets since the
Berlin blockade. A U.S. ship
has been seized here,

=:~.;1~ S:~~"!':ba~i:

have been sacked here and
there. U.S. soidiers have even
been hacked to death with
axes
in
the
Korean
demilitarized zone. Not once
did the U.S. government
respond in a way calculated
to deter other outrages, which
were not long in coming.
So if the United States
"provoked" Qaddafi by
chaUenging his interference
with freedom of the seas, let's
have
more
such
"provocations." They make
the world more lawful, and
hence safer.
THIS EPISODE SUSTAINS
my hope that the confrontation with the air traffic
controllers
was
less
significant as domestic policy
than as a harbinger of foreign
policy. As some for:ei8n
diplomats have approv~y
sensed, the confrontation
witb the controllers reflected
the President's bedrock
determination to broc* no
interference, anywhere, with
the U.S. govemment's Iundamental
rights
of
sovereignty.- (c) The
Washington Post Company.

br Garry Trudeau

Bv

:\licha~1

J. Sniffl'll

t\.~sociakd Pr~!1S \\'rit~r

Reagan plans
changes in
intelligence

WASHINGTON lAP, - The
Reagan administration intends
to reduce the number of toplevel officials who must approve the use of spying tactics
by U.S. intelligence agents on
American citizens and corporations. a top Justice
Department official says.
Richard Willard. Attorney
General William French
Smith's inteUigence adviser,
said spying on Americans will
be kept within the law. but that
tin executive order issued by

President Carter in 1978set up a
burdensome
arrav
of
requirements for top-Ievei
approvals.
"We've now tried to move
back from that and come up
with a version that will be
easier to read and more
manageable." Willard said in
an interview. "One of the
problems is that lawyers are
not the only people who have to
use these regulations. Agents in
the field think they can't do
things that are really perfectly
legal. because the regulations
are so forbidding."
Willard serves on an inter-

agency task force drafting the
Reagan revision of the 1978
order which sets rules for inteUigence agencies.
Carter's order was designed
to prevent recurrence of the
1960s-19705 scandals in which
U.S. intelligence agents spied
on citizens legally protesting
Vietnam and civil rights
poliCies.
The order requires approvals
which go higher as the tactics
get more intrusive. The most
intrusive tactics - break-ins.
bugging. television monitoring
and mail opening - require
general approval from the

"resident and specific approval
by the a ttorney general for each
use.
Willard said of the Reagan
a dmin is tra tion approach. "The
requirement for case-by-case
approval by a Cel'tain pel'son of
a kind of activity that reaUy is
not very sensitive or delicate
doesn't need to be continued or
can be moved lower down the
line ...
Willard acknowledged that.

~~~~e/;r~~r an,:!r~~:I~eth;
almost any technique.

TUBIYTOO
II COMING TO THE
IIUCAM'UII

-Dad, if I had a TUBBY TOO card I wouldn't
have to ask you for money."

Now, Automatic Banking is coming
to the SIU campus in the Student Center!'
The University Bank of Carbondale first
introduced 24 hour banking
to Carbondale and is now going on campus
for added customer convenience.
Sign up now and use TUBBY 24 hours a day
and TUBBY TOO at the Student Center.

universltv OOllk d corbcxidole .............. ",...

lit bM6i11O

MEMBER FDIC
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Melodramatic scenes
disrupt 'Heavy Metal'
8y Jot' Waher
t:nlenainment Editor

"Heavv Metal"' is a mm that
does noi live up to its potential
of being a series of mystical
sequences. Instead, in some
instances, it tends to be
moralistic and melodramatic.
"Heavv Metal"
is an
animated film whose story
segments are drawn from
illustrated articles from Heavy
Metal magazine. The segments
are loosely woven around a
mysterious, round. green jewel
known as the Locnar.
The Locnar is supposed to be
a symbol of evil-evil with a
capital
E-and
whoever
comes in contact v.ith it could
possibly be corrupted by its
awesome power.
At the fibn's beginning. we
see the. Locnar destroy its first
victim and then harass his
daughter. The audience sees the
terrified look on the child's face
as the Lamar tens the poor kid
its tales of doom. It seems as if
aD Ibm Locnar needs is an opera
cape, top-hat and a maniacal
laugh.

tll'avy :\Il'tal. featuring thl'
voices of John ('and~' and
Eugene Ll'vy. directt-d b)'
Gerald Potterton. ,'ani'"
Theatl'r. Revil'\\'l'r's Rioting: "2
stal'!l.

Actually. not all the tales are
CuB of as much doom as the
Locnar would have the
audience believe. Some of the
tales are in a comic and. some
might think, a more satiric
vein.
Une of the comic sequences
includes a robot who falls in
love with a Jewish secretary.
After the robot makes love to
her. he decides that he has to
marry her. However. she tells
him that she will marry him
only if he is circumcised.
These scenes provide some
examples of why the Locnar's
evil can never really be taken
seriously by viewers. ActuaUy.
it is questionable whether the
Locnar is even needed in this

film because it tends to disrupt
the flow of sequences.
Perhaps a way to better
utilize the Locnar in the film
would be to have it appear
without an explanation of what
j' is supposed to represent.
because that is obvious.
The makers of "lIean'
~Ietal" seem to underpstimate
the audience's intelligence.
They overwhelm viewers with
needless narration that tends to
overexplain what the Locnar
represents. Coupled with the
comical nature of most of the
sequences, the result is a very
uneven film. one that is hard to
take seriously.
Another negative aspect of
the film is that its heavily
publicized soundtrack is not
used to its full potential. The
music seems to be sadly toned
downand much of it has little to
do with the film.
Howt'ver. audiences are
bound to enjoy this film because
much of it is very funny. There
are also some explicit scenes.
so this film is definitelv not for
children who are used to the
Saturday morning line-up.

Abraham Lincoln. Others have
focused on the American labor
movement and a Bicentennial
at
the
American
look
Revolution.
The contest is open to all with
the stipulation that the winning
playwright be present when his
or her play is perrormed.
Previous contests have drawn
scripts from authors all over the
globe.
"The idea behind the competition is to stimulate

All Tuesday Shows $1 Seats

ALUKI

AISlMO•.,..OCTOBER

Play can earn fame, $1,000
Aspiring playwrights wiD be
competing for an award of
$1,000 in this year's international playwriting competition, sponsored by the
1beater Department.
According to competition
director
Christian
Moe.
professor in theater. the sixth
annual competition will focus on
American comedv.
Past
competitions have centered on
the lives of Mahatma (.andhi.
J\lartin Luther King Jr. and

Weekdays 5:30 7:30 9:30

playwrights and give them
some recognition," Moe said.
The competition carries a first

~iilr ::s~l'':~e1:: ~,!':'::'fe

mention awards. Moe said the
University will have the option
of producing the winning script
in the McLeod Thearer.
Moe said he hopes to announce the winner in April 1982.
The deadline for contest entries
is tentatively set for March I.
1982.

Buyer of house will go to Hawaii
PEORIA (AP) - Buy Mark
and Rachel Middleton's house
and you'U get the keys to the
place plus sun, sand and some
hula·hula besides.
The Middleton's are offering
a free Hawaiian vacation to
anybody who buys their
suburban ranch-style house.
There'sa fancy sign in the front
yard with color pictures of

pineapples, Hawaiian water·
falls and Don Ho to lure
prospective buyers at a time
when the housing market is on
the skids.
"'We'll probably lose money
on the deal if we give the trip
andseR below the full price. but
the problem is we want to
move." said Mrs. Middleton.
Mark Middleton took a job

two months ago m South Bend,
Ind .• and their house joined
a bout 3,600 others on the market
in Peoria.
After attracting only one
potential buyer in the first six
weeks, the Middletons decided
to try something new.
So far. there have been ooly
lookers. no buyers. But Mrs.
Middleton is optimistiC'
•
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Student Center South Patio
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Director: Steven Spielberg
Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 7&9 pm.
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The American Tap
SmlrnoH 100 0
Screw Drivers
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Ride the elevotor to the alternative vi_ing experience!

3S. Drafts
7S~ Speedrails

$1.7S Pitchers
654 Jad< Daniels

After Happy Hour
60c drafts
$3.00 pitchers.
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New students 'join the crowd'
Left: Undergraduate Student Organization
President Todd Rogers (at microphone)
welcomes new students to the campus Saturday
on the steps in front of Shryock Auditorium as
President Albert Somit (center) and Vice

President for Student Affairs 8rllCe Swinburne
(background right with suit) look on. Above: The
rock group Freedom followed Roger's speecb by
playing for the crowd of about 2.500.

Staff photos by Michael Marcotte

Owner of firm robbed
The owner of the Rand R
Janitorial Service on Route 2 in
Carbondale was attacked and
robbed Saturday night of a
"large quantity of money,"
according to the Jackson
County Sheriff's office.
Roger Spaugh, of 416 W. Elm.
was attacked in the service's
parking lot at 9:30. suffering
minor injuries in the incident.
Spaugh's car was also taken in

AD GOOD

"7·2721

THRU
THURSDAY

the robbery but was recovered
later that night off U.s. 51 in
Jackson County.
Jackson County deputies
wooJd not disclose how many
persons were involved in the
robbery 01' how much money
was stolen. but Spaugh said
Monday the amount was "over
$10.000." The incident is under
investigation.

8-27-81

Tuesday, Aug. 25
D1inois Painters III exhibit. 10
a.m.-4 p.m.. Faner North
Gallery.
Illinois Painters In exhibit. 10
a.m.-3 p.m., Mitchell Gallery.
SPC film. "The Good. the Bad
and the Ugly." 7:30-10:30 p.m .•
Student Center Auditorium.
Newman Center film. "Fiddler
on the Roof." 7:3... tO:3O p.m .•
Student Center Ballroom D.
BAC meeting. 7-10 p.m .•
Student Center Illinois Room.
Campus Crusade for Christ
meeting. 7-9 p.m .. Student
Center Mackinaw Room.
Pi Sigma Epsilon meeting. 7
p.m .. Lawson 231.
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SPC FILMS FREE FILM
"The Good. The Bad And The Ugly"
Clint
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Counseling Center has new director
Kathy Hamilton, former chief
counseling psychologist at the
Counseling Center, has be~n
named director of that o(fice.
Ms. Hamilton, 33, replaces
Charles E. Landis, who has set
up a private couseling practice
in Seattle. She will be in charge
of the center's programming.
service delivery. and coordination oC the 14 professional
staff members and six office
pE'rsonnel. ShE' has beE'n at SIU-

C since 1979.
about three-fourths of the
"'I have no specific changE's in clients are students.
mind Cor thE' center." Hamilton
"Our r!.lrpose is to help
said. "In general. I am very students take full advantagE' of
pleased with the way things are their school environment."
being done now."
ShE'rram said. "We're here to
The centE'r. which provides help them with any difficulties
Cree. confidmtiaJ psychological they may have."
service to students, faculty and
The Counseling Center.
staff. receives about i50 new located in Woody Hall. is part of
clients each vear. according to the Student Services Office
Peter Sherrard. assistant operatt'd through the Office of
director of thf' {,f'ntE'r. Hf' ~i(f Studt'nt Affairs.

Qulckl Come Meet Usl
THE FOLKS AT DICOR PHOTO, "SOUTHERN ILlINOIs'MOST
COMPLETE CAMERA STORES" WANT TO MEET :!Q!! BEFORE
THE SEMESTER STARTS SLIPPING PAST.
WE WANT YOU TO GET TO KNOW US;THE SERVICES WE
OFFER, OUR BROAD SelECTION OF GOODS, OUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT POLICY, AND OUR COMPETITIVE PRICES.

ComeM_tU.'

......

Canon

The lightweight
35mmpocket
cameras with big
camera features!

~SH()T
fil-

~

·

.... _IEI
.

:~~::a-yotJI uDt8Ctts.iWla~ .. r1.)rp

• AUI'I>Elf)OSUI't'-Cloudycwbnc}f'lr lfacl!U~5
~!!'IellgtC'

• AltO- Wtndlng- A motor ~ancf!'§!hfIo Mm
atref' eacn shOl $0 you. re iJlWay~ ' • .,., EO
s.1'Ioofa4jaln'
• Bt;.lf If' POP-UDF"lasn-loraurom<lfoc

BRING IN YOUR STUDENT I.D.
AND RECEIVE OUR STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD ENTITliNG
YOU TO A 10% DISCOUNT
ON FILM. BATIERIES, PAPER,
CHEMISTRY, AND MOUNTING
SUPPLIES.

lIIinolia

SMOOlJng'f'IdOOrs, '/00'

Welghong In a! "'tie more than
7 01 and only 4',2· ,'.1<".
they're about th., size at a pack
of cigarelles Yet. they produce
rhO" Quality you e.peer Of a big
camera With Olympus sophlS'
tlcatlon Never be caught With·
out a 35mm camera agal~.
• XA hasrangefmclerfocusmg.
351T'm F2 8 6-element lens
With Internal fOCUSing.
aperturl' P';<JI'I!'f automation
With manual OIiemo;>
• XA2 IS fully programm!::!
w.th focus·free setting ana
needle-sharp 35mm F3 5 lens
• Both feature feather·touch
Shutter release tor shake- /fee

lJ/lOIos.
• Both provide automatic flash
exposures w.th the A·ll Flash

.138

....

=
~~

,,---

.-..:.. V.CANON AE-l
CHIIOMf

SALE
OLYMPUS
XA •••• reg.149.99•••• $129
OLYMPUS
XA2 •••• reg

109.99. ••••

OLYMPUS
A-ll FLASH

reg.:".99

$89

w/SO""f1 .•

$238

Canon

'"

24 12.8.... .... _... _. SI54
28 12.'... _..... _.... SII9

85 f1.7 .............. $129
135 f3.S............. $ IW
135 f2.8 ............. $ 99200 f4.0 .....•..•••.. $119"
50 13.5 MACRO.•.•.• $159100 '4.0 MACRO •.•.. $21975·200 200M .•....... $249Monocular Conv..-ter•...... $ 29"
ExtTube Set II ....... .
Power Grip Set... _... $ 79·
Winder D or G ........ $ IW
132IC FLASH ........... $54
320IC FLASH ........... S 99

XG-1cHROME

w/f2.a LENS.•....

XG-McHROME
w/f2.0 LENS .•••••

$209
$249

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR
CANON WITH THESE IMPORTANT ACCESSORIES

NIKKORLENS

105- 12.5•........••. $2~9·
135..n 13.5............ $139·
1. . . .

12................ $199*

200..... ,•. 0 ............ $259·
MODEL K EXT. TUIES. $39.

2..... 12.................. $159
28- f2 .•.............•. $n ..

35..n 12.1•.•....•......... $84

Hwy 13(W. . ,Maln'

135..n 12.•..••.......•.. $139
135..n fl.5.............. $1 (W

s

100- ".0 MACRO •• $2~9·

• EXTRA SPECiAl SALE PRICES
UMfJED TO STOCK.QN..HAND
AU. SAlE PRICES END Soot s ••
ALTON. BELLEVILLE,
GRANITE CITY. COLLINSVillE
ANDCAR80NDALE--"SOUTHERN ILLINOIS'
MOST COMPLETE CAMERA STORES."

200..... ...0 ............•. $164
EXT. TUIE SET M... _• $39.

PHOTO

Sa 'Jan~ Wo,.ld 0/ Beaut'!
Creoltve Unisex HOIrstyllng

FREE Hair Tr_tment

e Hair Shaping
Call Sodi. or Janic.
549·0623

with Chemical RelaICer

eCoid Wave
Appl. or Walk·'n
Houn' 8·6 M·Sot

103 E. Main edale
Benning Square

PEPSI
WHILE YOU
SHOP!
IN STORE
PEPSI

CBALLANGE
TODAY 10-3

35 f2.8 ............... S IW

$24

....

:.m ••• Op••

§

~~=§

===
__

u.;;~

104 CABLE fM I 600 AM

REMOTE
BROADCAST
TODAY!

Super

Values
BOOKSTORE

Your Art & Engineering Supply Headquarters
For All Your School Needs

1EchnicaI

PEn Set

This Is What You Get
7 Technical Pens
(A $59.00 Value)
For Only
95

Pickett Designer I
Drafting Table

$29.

.. " "

. " ".." " . "

, . . . . . , ..... u

....

(wI Sturdy Metal Base)

, , , ..... "

Have You Always Wanted To Own A

Programmable Hewlett - Packard Calculator
But Could Not Afford to:

NOW YOU CAN'

RPN logic

Linear

37 Scientific

Regression
Unear
Estimate

Function
8 Storage
Registers

33-E

31" x 42" Top
Sugg. Ret. $129.50
Our Price $99.95

Ift3 HEWLETT

II.T.IiPACKARO

49 Program Suggested Retail ~
Steps
710's Price $59.95
Features
Sin, Cos, Tan,
logs

square:sq.Root

36" x 48 Top

Sugg. Ret. $145.00
Our Price $109.95

All Wood Drafting Table
31" x 42" Top
$79.95
Ledu Super XL
Drafting Lamp
$19.95

.

Parenthesis'Memory
-=--------:--.
---"- :::::
•••••
Recip~S
:::::

-..:.....---:::::
Degree/Radian
.--_.
$34.95 )PrIce good Ihru 9/5)

Modes
710'5 Price••••••• $12.95

Texas InstIuments
electronic side-rue calculator
11-30

the lamp that JJkM'S

... And Many More Values To
Choose From.

. "WhenStud~ts Compare,We Gain· A Customer!"

BOOKSTORE
710 South Illinois Avenue
Phone 549-7304
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MONDAY.II",M. .
AIIIIOlOOY: A fundamental a.trolOin' class. methodically
examining the components of a traditional nativity (natal
chart) and their po.itive meanings. Many vi_point. will be
uamined in an attempt to find a cyclical ",""ing in tf1e events.
but students will be encouraged to think for themsel"es and
form tf1eir own conclusion•. Lectur.diteussion format will be
used. In.t.: Bob Feiix. M. 7·9 pm. 9 wk •• Quigley 104. S2O.00.
GUlf. . . . . . .INO: Basic twchn~ and principles employed
in th. guitar will be covered. Folk and cla.sical .tyles are
studied with emphasis on techniques and mu.ic fundamental •.
For beginners and those with 1i"le or no previous knowledge
of mu.ic. Inst.: Alexander Chu. M & W. 5 wk •. Old Baptist
Faundation. Rm. 7. Section I: ................ ' •• 6:30-8 pm;
~ion II: ""M Oct...... , •• 8-9:30 pm. SI5.50.
GU"A. ·INTI.MIDIATI: Designed to further develop bosic
tedweique. and Fiinclples employed in playing the guitar.
Cbtical slyie is emphasized througn .tudy of selected literature.
t.:mique and applied fnIt board harmony. Insf. ; AIexandar CHU.
M & W. 6:30-8 pm. 5 wk •• Old Boptist Foundation. Rm 7.
...... 0Ct0Mr ' •• S15.50.
....., fOIl ADULlS •. . . . .INO: Beginning piano instruction
is included for adults with 1i"le or no experience in music.
Development for skills in music. reading. chording. and playing
by ear are included in serious and popular styles. In.t.: Jay
Starks. M. 6-7:30 pm. 10 wk •. Old Saptist Foundation. Rm 201·7.
S15.50 (text fee S7.50)
PlANO.OII ADULlS .INTIRMIDIATI: The course i. designed
for students who have a bosic knowledge of piano and wish to
continue their study. Emphasis will be placed on elementary
piano literature. basic keyboard skills. chording and harmonizing
tunes. Inst.: Joy Storks. M. 7:30-9 pm. 10 wks. Old Saptist
Foundation. Rm 201·7. S15.50 (text fee 57.50)
as.-n PHOTOGItAPHY·IIGINNING: A course for those who
' - a 35mm c:amera but are not familiar with all the mechanisms.
etc. Film se"ing. lighting. techniques of taking pictures and
basiC' block and white developing will be covered. Inst.: Jock
Holderfield. M. 6-8:30 pm. 10 wks. Communications 1006.
135.50 (supply fee TBA)
UNIVIRSI" SINGIItS: No experience necessary. Regular
attendance is essen-':JI as the choir will perform in the annual
cm.tmas Concert. Three cuts are allowed from Monday ~ngs.
No one may register ofter September 1... Inst.: Robert Kingsbury.
M. 7:30-9: ..5 pm. 1.. wks. Altgeld 115. ",IM A...... 2 ••
S10.00 (text fee T8A)
WOMEN & WALL STnET: This course is de.igned .pecifically
for women and their special investment need•. It will acquaint
women with the stock market and other form. of investing
in general and .pecific terms. The course will include voriou.
theories on inve.ting. including the con.ervative approach.
retirement plan•. and more .peculative areas. A novice or more
experienced investor will benefit from this class. Inst.: Joy
CulumMark. M. 7·9 pm. 10wks. L.awIon20I. 118.oo(...,f_ TIA)
TUUDAY.IIPTIMUII
USIC AUTO MAINTINANCI: A hands-on. lecture course
covering the various system. of the auto. and how you can
do your own bo.ic maintenance saving you money. time. and
frustration. In.t.: Jerry Simpson. T. 6-9 pm. 10 wk •. STC
AuIamative Building. eart.viIIe Campus. "2.00 (supply f_ TtA)
PRINCH fOR MGINNIRI: Leam to pronounce and write
• imple everyday French from an enthu.ia.tic and dynamic
bi-lingual teacher. Inlt.: Maurice O·Meara. T. 7·9 pm. 10 M ••
Quigley 118. S2I.75
MUSIC APPRICIATION; Development of mUlic Ii.tening skill.
through exploration of a wide variety at .tyles at mu.ic.
Knowtectg. of music reading or theory is nat neceuary. Parfici..
pants .imply need a willingness to IGmpIe many kinds of music
ranging from "cla•• ics" to avant.gord. sound ellperiences.
Inst.; RobertWeilS. Jr. T. 7·9 pm. 10wkt. Rm 116Altveld.S2t.75

'S. ,..,

IlAL mAft TRANSACTIOIII: Course i. designed to pr_t
th. basic fundamental. at ..... estate sales and transoctians.
The primary purpose of the cavne is to .....,. one for tf1e real
estate salesman I n - examInatian. The ...... '"...,. at .....
tration ond Education hat approved tf1e real estate program at
SHJC and this coune fills the 30 hours as specified for the
___ man license exam Inst.: .ich Olederich. T. 7·10 pm.
10 MI. Lawsan 221. S37.25
InsIfUCtlon II givoIn ill the skills clllIll dFIIIIII ..
IIdmrring ICIIIWIinIo and ............. T. . . . and inIIrUdiDn
are provided in . . . . . . . . . techniques. setting 0 purpose
far ............. ,....af .............. ~IIian.
and learning about the voriaWes that Influence reocIing rote.
S. ;pl. ...taI inI1rudian 1& ........, In ...,......... Imprcwlng
vocabulary through 11M cI _ _Jet. and prwiewing. Emphasis
for the coune is on rate ........., and compr......Ion. W....1y
in-clas. practice drills are pnwicMd as well as at·home hints
on haw to practice tf1e skills tought in th. clan. Inst.: Vi..,ian
Snyder. T. 7:30-8:30 pm. 6 MS; Quigl., 202. $12.00
STAINID GLA~"""""'" The ey. catching beauty cI
refracted light through .tained gla.. can bring satisfaction
and the joy of arti.tic creativity. You willieam th. techniques
of working with Itained glas. and design. Inst.: Ron La"'in.
T. 6-9 pm. 10wk•• STC 113. "'2.50 (lupplyf_S25.00)
"PlNG-....NNING AND .....IHI.: This class is designed
for the beginners or those who want to build their speed and
technique•. In.t.: Wangshik Shin. T. 6-B pm. 10 wks. STC 112.
S2I.75 (text f_ TIA)

• ,.Ii._:

Division of Continuing Education

Southern Illinois u.
Living I
Learn how

VlCHYARIAN COOKING WITH NATWAL fOODS:
to combine foods to prepare delicioul and nutritious meatless
meals. Every w.ek a different meal will be plonned and
prepared alDn9 with dlKussionl about the health and economic
a.pects at vegetarian•. Inlt.: Cheryl Kazemek. T. 7·9 pm.
6 wk •• Quigley.Sl1.75
WEDNIIDAY,II",M" ,., , . . ,
AIC WBDING-IIGINNING: Thi. is an introductory course for
the beginning welder. It will include in.truction in acldc
-'ding opMUtians. electrode numbering syst.ms and color code•.
jOint preparotion. safety. use of oxy.ace,yleneCutting. and
welding procedures for various metal'. Shop work will consist
of cu"ing. flat podding. horizontal fillets and horizontal pasitions
using various electrodes common to the welding industry.
Inst.: Ron Shew. W. 7·10 pm. STC Welding Shop. VTI Campus
135.75 (supply fee 133.00)
DBAM IIOIIIRIITATION: Learn the .ignificance of .ymbology
of your dream•. Through understanding -he interpretation af
your dreamstate your life can have more meaning. ~nst.:
lill Kilgore. W. 7·9 pm. 6 wk •. Quigley 102. S14.00
GOLf fOIl tHl .GINNIIt: Instruction on the bo.ic. af golf
with an emphasis on individual iac:hniques and swing development. Inst.: Denny Elmore. W. 5:30-7:00 pm. 7 M •. Rivervi_
Fomily Recreation Center. Murrhysboro. 123.00 (supply f_
S2·3 per session)
HOliDAY CRAns AND Olns: A class to learn how to make
holiday wreaths. decorations. etc. for home decoration •• or o.
gifts. Inst.: TIA. W. 6-8:30 pm. 5 wks. Pullium 229. . . .IM
Octolter
117.00 (supply fee TIA)
HOOf can AND HOItSISHOIING: Designed to acquaint
the enrollee with principles of shoeing horses. Subjects covered
include: conformation of the horse anatomy and physiology'l.
of the hoof. hoof trimming and shoeing. disease and unsound·
ness of hoof and forge work ond shoeing tools. Inst.: Ronald
Carr. W. 7·9 pm. 6 wks. Horse Center. S22.00
HOW DOlI YOUR G...... OIIOW: GeneralIapic:s to be covered
include bulbs. perenials. annuals. ground cover and .hrubs.
vegetables. soil preporation and insect control. Topics of
special interest to class members will also be included. In.t.:
Libby Moore. W. 7·10 pm. 5 wk •• Quigley 104. $17.00
MAGAZINE WIlITING fOIl PIlOfIt: For everyone who enjoys
writing but does not know how to get publi.hed. The cour••
will concentrate on effective method. af selling your work to
magazines for profit. Interviewing. ~ing. organizing. and
time manogement skill. will be tought. Non-fiction writing
only. In.t.: lill Atkinson. W. 7·8:30 pm. 8 wks. Quigley 202.
SI".OO
MICROWAVI COOKING: This dass i. designed for the novice
microwave cook. We will deman.trate the time saving features
of the microwave oven as _II as help you become mar.
efficient at meal planning. Classes will ~ breakfast. lunches.
dinners. menus and preparations at candies. desserts: and
appetizers. In.t.: Robin Wides. W. 7·9 pm. 5 wk •• QUlgl.,.
S12.5O
~1IDII_"
This _
il designed
for person. with little or na Spanish .peaking skill. who are
interested in leami", th. basics at SpanlSft conversation.
Inst.: Odelia McBride. W. 7·9 pm. 10 MI. Quigl., 201. S20.00
(tellt"'TtA)
fOUCM MMlIllAL'IM: 00 you .... helpless when confronted
with pain or lickness In yourself? Your family? The Tauch for
Mealth Foundation i. a world-wide organization dedicated
to teaching people how to help them ..Ives and ath.r deal
_ _ effectively with .tres•• pain. and illness. In Tauch for
Health cfas... you willleam haw to 11M applied kineslofogy
(muscle testing) as 0 Way to commvnicate with th. body in
order to locate posllble health problems; and
hawto ............ tauch and ......... toc:orr.ct Imbalances
before they tum Into rno;ar Illness. Came and learn ~ to
keep 011 your body systems working together at their very
best . , that you can .... your very best! Inst.: Carat Colyatt.
W.~:3D"". I wk•• PuII1unl310.I22.oo(teJetfee$12.95)
fOCnUU, fOIl MIlADY, Are you 0 faatboll widow? Enjoy
........ cI foaIboIllftOfe br WI. . . . . . . . 18 its fine points. Our
InItfvCtor is lill 0'1,.... NotianaI Football Leatue .....
(\odies anIr). 1nIt.: lill 0'...... W. 7·' pm •• wkl. TIA. "5.00
. . . . . . .Y......... 17. , . .,
AIIC ___._VAIICB: ThIs....,.. is designed for those
wbo hoVe CGIftPIeted ....... and Intermedklte An:: Welding
(or"" anparaIIIe ~). It wIII_ (I) oxy-ocetrlene
" . . . , . . on flat bu". hori _ _1fillet welding and 1Irozing;
(2) ore wefdlng procedures on vertical up. overhead and
"v" butt weick as required by industry testing .tanda,.; and
(3) the basic tungsten inert gas (heliarc T .I.G. and metalil inert
M.I.G.) welding procedures on ..... and aluminum. Inst.:
Ron Shew. Th. 7·10 pm. 10 M •. STC Welding Shop. VTI Campu••
$35.75 (supply ... ..,.OO: teJet fee TIA)
AK WILDING-INftIIMIDIATI: "'Is . . . . . Is for t " - .....
hove had th. Beginnin9 Arc Welding course or equivalent
experience. Classroom instruction includes safety. ov.mead
and \I8fIicoI walding procecbws. -'ding certifications. indu.trlal
testing procedures for _ldeB. plus a review of ocl de operation.
electrode numbering systems and color codes. S~p work
includes vertical down. verticol up and overhead _Iding

2'.

..-.

••

positions using ~ elect.

common to the welding
10 wk. STC Welding She
S40.00: text f_ TIA)

=
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Adult Non-Credit Courses Fall 1981
iverslty - Carbondale
.AUIIOOM DANCING: This class will cover basic ballroom
Learn I ng
dances such as the waltz. 2 step. etc. Touch dancing is back.

MIMI: This course will cover the history and the techniques of
acting without words limilar to Marcel Marceau or Red Skelton.
Should prove to be a fun .xperience. Inst.: Kothy Palmintier.
M. 5::1).7 pm. 10 wks. Quigley 201. 517.00 ................ , .

(including E·7018low hydrogen)
IItry. Inst.: Ron Shew. 7·10 pm.
'ITt Campus. $35.75 (supply f_

WALK IN registration can be mode at the Continuing Education
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CaupIB prefwnwd. Inst.: Kathy Palmintier. Th. 5:30-7 PM. 10 wks.
C'" ",IM lept.......r '7 (supply fee 51.00)
5

~

InfI'aduction to Spanish.
Ilds of Spanish. basic vocabulary.
15. songs. and cI.... participation.
IcBride. Sot. 10-11:30 om. 10 wks.
igley 201.522.50 (te.t f_ TIA)
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SLIM WItH .H'llMM • INTI.MEDIATE: A wide and fun
variety of muscle toning. posture. VIGOROUS (aerobic) exer.
cises coordinated with carefully selected music. Motivation
to exercise independently as well as interesting tidbits on
weight control and spot exercise. Students should j'ave com.
pleted other course with Jon. or be physically fit and 0'
normal weight. Wear your running shoes. Inst.: Jon Sund.
berg. M. 6-7 pm. 11 wks. Winkler School. $20.25 ~Inl

LIMITID IN.OUMENT Some classes have limited enrollment.
Should a closs fill and there are more peopl. int.rested
in taking the closs. a waiting list will be kept and as vacancies
are available. those on the waiting list will b. called on a
first·cam.first·served basis.
Textbook or Supply Charges are NOT paid to the Division of
Continuing Education. Informotion about texts and supplies will
be provided by the Instructor.

............ ,.

ADVANCID nGIST.AIION5 AnINCOU.AGED
REGIITJlATION IS NOT COMPLm UNTIL ENTIn
IIIGI".AllON FillS 'AID

YOGA MlDlTAIION: This course will offer a number of
methois of relaxation. concentration. and meditation so that
atudents IIIOY' select those best suited to th.ir own needs
and temperaments. Among the techniqu.s offered will be the
fallowing; 9) mantra medifation in which the student Itills
the mind through the repetition of a word or phras.; 2) breath
control. breath concentration; 3) the famous candl.gazing
meditation; .) a.atiYe visualization variations; S) a pratyahara
e.ercise in which one witnesses his own thoughts: fear. pain.
weight; 6) meditation for children. Inat.: Charlotte McLeod.
M. 7:»8:30 pm. 10wks. Qu," 118. 515.50 ................ , .

For more information. call the Divison of Continuing Education.
Southern Illinois Universiy·Corbondale. 536-7751.
We hope you will find a class that interests you. Let us
hear from you if there is a closs that you would like to see
offered. or it you would like to teach a closs in the program.

ADULT IYUtING COU. . . . IIICHITItA'1ON POIIM

Mail to:
Division of Continuing Education
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale. IL 62901
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SOCIAL SECURITY' _ _ _ __
LAST

FIRST

MIDDLE

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ __

STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _

MAILING ADDRESS
HOME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ BUSINESS PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LEVEL "F EDUCATION:
LESS THAN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE

_ _ _ HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE

SOME COLLEGE _ _ _ COllEGE GRADUATE
COURSE TIRE

)uring out one dar ....!Mr......
,your cherishacI ,...........
and _ wifI instruct you ... '-'"
I pr.....".them. Lots of ........
learn haw to make your own COfto attroctMly .... photo r8PfOCIuc.
, Carter• ....".,. 9 ..... pm. Oct$9.GO (supply ... ".GO)

..oISTJlATION INFOitMAIION
Offi~. Washington Square C. SIUC Campus. Monday through
Friday. 8:00 am· ":00 pm. Please note class dates and room
numbers. We will not notify you further conc.rning dates and
places. Ther. is plenty of parking availabl. near the buildina.
MAIL using the registration form provided as port Of't"is
publication.
SPlCIAL.OII SlNIOIt CIIIUNS S.nior adults (ag. 60 or over)
may regist.r for classes for half the enrollment charge unless
otherwise specified.
VISA C"e MASTIKHAItGI Those wishing to us. these cards
may da so to pay class charges. The Continuing Education office
requires the card's account number. the .xpirotion dat•• and
the Interbank number as well as the name of the p.rson to
whom the account belongs .
• EFUNDS Full refunds are granted if a course is cancelled by
DCE. Full refunds or. granted if a student withdraws prior
to the second class session and a signed request is submitted
to DCE postmarked ...... the second class session. There or.
no partial refunds for this program.
CLASS CANClUA'1ON Th. Division of Continuing Education
res.rves the right to cancel I1ny course which does not have
suffici.nt enrollment. Should it be necessory to cancela course.
those regist.red will be notified ond a full refund will be made.

DANCIIICIII: This class is dancing for .xercise to tane muscles
rather than stressing technique. It will take the drudgery out of
.x.rcise. Inst.: Kathy Palmintier. M. 7:30-9 pm. 10 wks. Wink.r
School. 521.00 ",IM .............. , . (supply fee 51.00)
SLIM WIIM IHYnfM.-.oINNING: Gradual build up to a wid.
and fun variety of muscl. toning. posture. VIGORO'JS (aerobic)
and relaxing exercises coodinoted with carefully s",lected music.
Motivation to ex.rcis. ind.pendently as weil as interesting
tidbits an weight control and spot .xercise. Students should be
in good health. Wear your running shoes. In:u.: Jan Sundberg.
M. 5::1).7 pm. II wks. Winkler School. $24.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.
YOGA: You are probably among the 90% of the population who
breathes incorrectly. " so. Yoga can make a fine deep breather
out of you. Or. it wouldn't be surprising to find that you are
stiff. weak. tense. Yoga can moke you limber. strong. relaxed.
Perhaps you belong to the 60% of the US population who are
overweight. Yoga can help you dump and redistribute weight.
Come. take yoga. You have nothing to lose but stuff you want
to get rid of. Inst.: Charlotte Mcleod. W. 6-8 pm. 10 wks.
Quigley 1"08. 523.00 ",IM Sept.......r 16

CHECK ONE:

_ _ GRADUATE WORK'
FEES

TOTAL FEES _ _ _ __

------ENCLOSED IS A CHECK MADE PAYABLE: : TO: SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
------ PLEASE CHARGE FEES TO MY_ _ _ VISA or _ _ MASTERCHARGE account

'ITY AND 'UN CLAUU

AUTHORIZING SIGNATURE - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,d ~icol fitness. Inst.: Patti Stark.
1408.515.50 ................. ".

ACCOUNT NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE._ _--'-_INTERBANKI·_ __
Daily Egy~ti'!~. :'Uiust 25. 1981. Page 11 ..
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When You Need Service
Don't Fool Around
Let the experts do it!

_:~~;~;1~

Get the bugs out
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staff Ph... by Michael Man:o&te
MaDY SlU .1II",e. uowded onto the Free FOI'1Im
Area SaDillay as the Security Office ParIdIIl
Division IIeId bile "'trat'-a. Darryl JohllllGD

(ceDter), used hJs bike seat to fill oat aD applk:ation.

If your bicycle is in less than peak !iding
condition. come to us. Our profeSSionals
are specially trained to handle. all aspects
of bicycle servicing - from a Simple tuneup to major repairs. And we use only
quality authorized parts.
.
No matter what condition your bicycle IS
in, we'll help you get the bugs out.

City contemplate8 similar plan

Bike decal systeDl iDlpleDlented
By Ala. ScuUey

Staff Writer

About 1,000 bicycles were
registered during the first
weekend of the University's
new
system
for
bike
registration. Marilyn HogaD.
parking manager, said.
Students who own bicycles
must purchase a decal for $2,
and registration must be
renewed every two years. Until
SeptemOer, 1980, students could
permanently registe!' their
bikes with the University for $2

bYSt~~\oli~=

Irc::e

.al9tes for their bicycles do not
lleed to purchase a decal.
Hogan said.
To regi;ter, a student must
take hi; bike to the registration
area and present a valid student
ID. Bikes must have reflectors
on the pedals and on the front
and back sides.
Bike registration will con-

tinue at the Free Forum area
between Anthony HaU and the
Faner parking garage on
August 29 and 30 from noon to
4:30 p.m., and the following
Monday through Friday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. There will be a
grace
period
two-week
following the final day of

b~;sf~.:.tjO!it!~~ ~':~ ~

be .::onfiscated by sm police.
Hogan said.
To get a confiscated bike
returned. a student must prove
be owns the bike aDd pay a $3
fme. Hogan said. The fine increases to $5 if it is not paid
within five days. she said.
Carbondale, too. may implement a different bicycle
registration system soon. according to L.s. Bruno, seniar
plarmer for the city.
The city's proposed plan
would also require a $2
registration fee every two
years, Bruno said. Any Car-

bondale resident who owns a
bike would have to regi;ter wilh
lite city. he said.
The City Council will hold a
p'ublic forum on the plan during
Its Sept. 21 meeting. and if the
plan IS favarably received, it
could be adopted in early October. Bruno said.
Carbondale's proposed ordinanre would carry a $10 fine
for a ny bicycle that is found unregistered, Bruno said.
Carbondale'S proposed
registration plan would allow
students to register their bikes
with either the city or SIU-C.
According to Neal Jacobson,
supervisor of services for
Carbondale Police, Carbondale
fp.sidents may still pennanently
register their bikes under the
city's present ordinance for sa.
Students. however, are being
referred to the University to
register their bikes until the
proposal is acted upm. he said.

3110 S. III .

C'D

sa·Jl12

Shop with the S.I.U. Cycle Team Sponsors
Where all the staff are cyclists

scientific
functions at your
fingertips
46
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MODEL EL-506S

Extra Full-Featured Sc:tenUflc Calculator with
BuIlt-In SIIItiStics Functions

• Some of the 46 scientific functIons performed
at the lauch of a key are: hyperbohc (sinh.
cosh. lanh) and their inverses: trigonometric
(sin. cos. tan) and their inverses: rectangular!
polar coordinate conversions; ellponenlial
(base 10 and base e) and their inverses
(logarithms): power (y\) and its inverse
root
of y"): factorial (nl): mean. !tum. and standiit'd
deviation.

' 'X

• 3 leWIs of parentheses with up to • pending
WEI). THURS:

·;~1~)~
__w.

operations.

• Scientific notation (8-digit mantissa, 2-digit
exponent).

• Comes in its own altractille wallet.
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STUDENT CENTER

Begin to call for talk revivals

TI160LDMI0
AWARD WINNING
PIZZA

on Palestinian self-rule issue
JERUSALEM lAP) - Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin. meeting Tuesday with
Anwar Sadat in Egypt. will caU
on the Egyptian president to
revive the suspended talks on
Palestinian self·rule. Egyptian
uUicials say they hope to see
some Israeli goodwill g!'stl;-es
first.
The two·day Begin-Sadat
summit in the Mediterranean
citv of Alexandria comes two
wet'ks before the Israeli prime
minister meets President
Reagan in Washington. and it
signals the beginning of a new
drive to break through some
tough issues in the endUring
Mideast conflict
Israeli officials said Begin.
who last met with Sadat June 4

on the Sinai Peninsula. also will
demand that l-:gypt maintain a
steady movem!'nt toward full
normalization of relallons with
the Jewish state.
Isra!'1 is "a liltl!' sad and
disappointed" that Egypt has
slowed the development of
normal relations in response to
Israt'l's
military actions
against otht'r Arab countries.
David Kimche. the Foreign
:\Iinistry director general. told
reporters Monday.
"Normalization isn't a
subject that can be turned off
and on at will because of some
political action:' Kimche said.
Begin will tell Sadat to "stop
playing with the switch" and to
put into effect the cultural and
commercial
agreements.

Boat accident 't'ictim .found
MOLINE lAP) - The body of
an Iowa man who disappeared
after a motorboat coUision on
the Mississippi River last week
was discovered washed up
against the intake of a hydroelectric dam.
Authorities said Monday an
employee of 10wa-lUinois Gas
and Electric Co. found the body
of Philip Halterman. 35. of

Davenport at the firm's Moline
power plant.
The body of another man
missing after the crash. Earl
Bruce. 29. of Moline. was found
Thursday
near
where
Halterman's body turned up.
authorities said.
th~i~o&f:!~~ were injured in

already signed.
Begin has misgivings that the
Egyptian-Israeli peace .treaty
signed in March 1979 IS not
working as well as expectt'd and
that Egypt is not living up to its
side of the bargain.
The Israelis say Egypt halted
normalizatIOn after Israel
bombed Iraq's nuclear reactor
June. and Palestintanguerrilla
headquarters
in
Beirut.
Lebanon. last month.
"Everything that was in the
pipeline stopped:' said Zvi
Kedar. head of the Foreign
:\Iinistry's Egyptian desk.
The Egyptians say Israel's
operations embarrass Sadat
and deepen his isolation in the

611 5. Illinois
Delivery after 5:00

529-4130

Health News ...

ALLERGIES CHANGE LIFESTYLE
BY DR. ROY S. WHITE
Doctor of Chiropractic

,\rall ",,,,rlr!

Seven people file
candidacy papers
in school elections
Bv Bob Bondurant

SiaR Writer

Four people filed candidacy

;:ti~~:sb!~~dda:r ~~ r'::~~~~:

High School District 165.
bringing to five the number of
candidates on the ballot in
~ovember's election.
Robert Sedlak and Roy
Weshinskey filed. along \\O;th
The Maranatha Christian Center will sponsor the Southern Illinois incumbents Richard Cannon
Jesus Festival Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday beginning at 7 and William Schwegman.
p.m: ~ach night at the F~ Forum area. The contemporary :\Iargaret Crowe had filed
Chnstlan group Hosanna win perform. Speakers will include previously.
campus evangelist Jed Smock Tuesday and Wednesday nights and
Two positions are open in the
Fred Bishop on Thursday.
:-.iovember election.
In addition. one more can}\Io~i1ization of Volunteer Effort (MOVE) is accepting ap- didate has filed for a full-term
phcatlon:c' ~or MOVE Steering Committee members to help program seat on the Carbondale
and administer the group's activities. Information is available from
the Office of Student Development on tile third floor of the Student ~::.~n:~dS:C~~!;>~~~~~::
Center. or at 453-5714.

-Campus CBriefs--

~:~Jid~:!~fo;~r:e ~:~ b~::~

WIDB Radio will audition sports broadcasters from 6 to 8 p.m.
Friday at the WmB offices in Wrigilt I. Interested radio-television
students can obtain audition forms and applications from the WmB
offices begilUling Wednesday. Audition information and sign-up
times are available from WIDB Sports at 536-2362.

The Goltl Mine was
vot.tlll by the
Southern Illinois
University Yearbook

positions open.
Terry Robb joined Judith
Merritt and Gary A. Hi~hland.
an incumbent. in pursumg the
four-year spots.

"rd love to go for a drive in
the country. buH m all.,.gic to
(dust. pollen. ragweed, etc.)"
How many times have you soicl
that? HcNeyou __ wondered
why one person can breoth
pollen. eot
wheat. sleep on
a feother pillow
or weor a wool
sweater with no
ill effects and
another person
1\ (
cannot?
'"
The reoson is ""
thatthebodyd.. ROY S. WHITE
fense system of
the person with
allergies is mistakenly identifing the harmless mat.,.ial as
an enemy invader and doing
everything it can to fight.
what it believ.s to be, an
attack. This d.'ens. system is most important to us
because it helps keep us well.
but when it ..... haywire..
it can moIee us miserabl._
Con _ corrKt ,fie da-

f.nse system malfunction by
isolating 1fw offending mater·
ial and avoiding it? Som.

times. but thot is certainty
letting the tail wag the dog.
Can _ correct it by changing
our body's chemical bolance
with drugs? Sometimes. but
what about the side effects
and the cast of identifying the
offending matter? Can we
CDrTeCt it by having the ~
system work properly and
haVing the body function as
intended? That's the Chiropractic goo I ! No drugs; no
CMliding the offending matter:
just restoration of correct
function.
If you are suffering from
allergies. contact a Chiropractor to _ if you can have
your body work .. right" again.

Do you ha"•• questlonl

Writ. or call.

Dr. Roy S. White
C/O Carbondale
Chiropractic Clinic
103 S. Washington
Carbondale. 1162901
618-457-8127

Women interested in playing on a women's ultimate Frisbee team
this fall are invited to call 529-2099 or 529-3209 for details on joining a
team. Beginners a~'e welcome.
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nassifit'd Information Rat""
f)a~· If! l~l"nls pt"r word

Into

')!lllImUnl
"' \\11

~;;.sdl~~r:'ti :~ ~~esmo~~gg~~~

51.50

Il.:~y!<o--

9 (.·(·nt~ ('t'r \\ord. Pf"r

cellent shape.

d./\

th"·t' or rour Day< - H<'em,; pl'r

.

a~E'

rt·sponslbJf'

for

~~~~tr~~;t!\1f O~~rr\O~(~ I~~~~(l~~nl~~i

('all :;:16-:011 beforp 1~lk)
n(lon for ('anCl'lIatlOn In th(' nt'xt

~

~~~ d~~~~r~~~:~nl\X~r~~~e~~r

•
. 'lr.~~·s,lim:;, S~!lg!~r;ontf~
C(lssettes. 5..'>9-H97.
8272Aj08

0tKX OUR LOW DtSCOUN1'
PRICES

I

B8305Ae20

~~c,:~r~i~~;:'~!:! Wo~ar~E~~~t=t~~~iY:

~~: ~~ k~~~1 ~~h}~1 ~~ tt1~

B8294Ae05
CARBONDALE· 1971. 12x65,
cll·eVlnntrg~roolamir.' 002 r,bedfurmrooSmhed' .Iarge
1081.
83331:5

8299Aa05

TRIUMPH

,

681H.
lAa06,
DODGE CHARGER 1!rn. Rl'~S

~~~~, :n1~~I~V~ ~~::

ADCOM

II

~~

i

DYHAVrCYOlt
nOA "-AHAR

",_NYa-MAJOR_

M4-an1

10x50 LIBERTI'. TWO bedroom.
CHEVY "NOVA" 1967. Automatic
TradinsmiSSion. PS. PB, Excellent , built in range and oven, ca~ted,
con 'tion, 549-7954.
8303Aa05: ~~,{:~!ralt~a~~n~~~' i~~~~~

~I~~~ ~~~.MObil~"l~

OPIN ..~-rvIRYDAY
......... ~
,

MU=:~

~==;;;::;;::;;:::;::::::==~

CASH

We buy used stereo equipment

Good condition or
needing repoir
Audio ......1t.1 - . . 0 '
---

NAlDER STEREO
USED SlEREO EQUIPMENT

IN!URANCE

~:::~hi!a':.r:~~~~l. ~~~~~

Receivers

2031.

JIfC RS 33

($389) $189

SHERWOOD 7450

($350) $149

KENWOODKR6030
KENWOOD TK·140

(5525) $179

WHY RENT" 8 WlDE ventura, one

AYA&.A INSURANCE
4S7.4123

Parts & Service
FOREIGN CAR PARTS

529·1644

b~!'dSAc~d{IT~s.i'. M~B~~r~:::~:
~rr::J~~edAC,ti~s ~gws~tu~k~~:
Call 529-1869 after 5: JO p.m.

Mlsc.llan.oU~ell

A-l TV RENTAL

List

NoPebl
GUNN WILLIAMS IlENTAI.!

:no SOUTH UNIVERSITY
457.1Ml

SANSUI ~51
lAfAYETTE LR 9090

I

[i

terville. Trilsh pick up. apJlliances.
waterJurmshed. Carpeted. Lease.
dePOSIt. 985-2355.
8287Ba05

CrossOver
the Bridge
for
Fall Housing at
600 W. Freeman

CARBONDALE. PERFECT FOR
prolessionals. ROO squ. ft. carpeted. air conditioned. apartment
at. Park Towne. near Carbondale
~~c54~~~.a month. a~~~~5
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. I and 4
bedrooms, furnished. 12 month

5.9·652'
Fall Contr.ts Now A .......

i ~=8~'J :!,:~~~mpllS:

IEE~euA~~S:~~L
Cross~Jt~ro~~si.d9a1?I08·m.~thI/yIBi.g!1aR05~

New Color TV's $281 mo.
Black & White SlB/mo.
We Buy T.V:s

ALSO CASSETIE DECKS. AMPS
AND OTHER GOOD EQUIPMENT
ALL WITH 90 DAY PARTS & LABOR.

Working Or Not Working
457·7009

NALDER

THREE BEDROOM, MODERN.
available immediately, I. 305 Birch
Lane. 2.312 Crest View. 3. 400 West
Willow. $450 month. 457-4334.
B7M9Bb04

~~te:~~:~n~na ~~' 89~
88331Ba04
LARGE

2

Pu~~i~~d~ in ~if2~:.e· P~~avnl
~1srif~~~'o~~~~de~~'a~
Sleeping Rooms
ll1et1r_ Apartments

5
BEllROOM
AVAILABLE
Al'GLJST 1 and on. 5120.00 monthly

1I each. 1176 East Walnut. 457-4.134.

I
II

I

2 Blocks from Campus

Air Condltlonl.,.
No Pets

.YIIAIIIDS
~1(, \.

B787IBbOJ
CARBONDALE HOUSING~
LARGE three bedroom rurnishea
house with ca~. small three
bedroom rurnished house, air, free
trash removal, absolutelv no pets.
two miles west or Carbondale
Ramada Inn on old Rt. 13 west. c aU
684-4145.
B8267Bb06

I

I

THREE BEDROOM. 2513 Old West

Rawtings

""·2454 or 457.1M1

~tc~~i:;'~~~ a i~~~edor e;~~J

I

rent

5.e9·l508

CHECK

"ON THE ISLAND"

For Service
529·"42

person ba:iis. B8326Bb07

HOUSES

Royal Rentals

'or ••11

For,.11 c.-lletl_

Also 1 & 2 ......... Allb..

4""'22

A~II

':lfl

==========I~------~
3.4.5IEDIIOOM

715 S. UNIVERSITY

Aile ."out aur "llCount car ..

BUYING USED V.W.

~Ond!'ranl""

Houses

::'13
"".......
83311
SPACrOUS TWO BEDROOM plus

Ml:RPHVSBORO,

D"

modern food ..rvlce.
IV and phane hoaIc-up.
only 'I, IIlock from
campus.

NICELY
FURNISHED
2
BEDROOM. Air, carpet. water.
529-1735 or 457-6956.
O(Q8aOll
CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY

($340) $75

($260) S89
($600) $175

Featuring: Carpete"
lk-If.....

80005Ba05

I

4345.

STEREO

GLOBAL AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

(3 lIocks From Campus)

lONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

~:W.w~adials, Fl\l.casseJJ:il~·

Also
Au1o, Helme, Mobile Home

IFF•• , & 2 BED. APT!\.

i lease, nopels,549-4808. 88293Ba03

Just 54995. 457·246'; Dr 549-7482
days-evenings.
0006Ae06

0003Ae05

Sun'llner. Fall
& Spring Contracts

I

II

~~ ~~~irHJb'::~~~~~,;~~~.M~OO

USED MOBILE HOMES for sale.

H WTAKING

I I and 2 BEDROOMS IN Car-

SCHULTZ, 2 and 3
bedrooms, new carpeting, extra

=~t:o~o~e ,~r§~~ o..rif~~1

"57-.12

I InnonoldRt.13west.call684-4I-15.
B8266Ba06

HAFLER

14 WIDE

~~~is.l~ ~;;t1~~ ~~~~~n~ri~~

Office, 511-5, Graham

, Apartments
HOUSING. VERY
I, CARBONDALE
nice. one bedroom furnished
I aparlment. large two bedroom
I f~~s~~ thaf:'~~.t ~e~r1~~
I ~fr~V!~s~~~~f!in~le~m!d:

HOMECREST.
GOOD CON·
DITION, terms available or FOR

low Motorcycle RaiGS

Musical

I

!;~.~~~u:.£'?~~~~~o bUYsJ1A~

DATSUN '7-1. Station wagon 710.
AM·FM, very good condition.
( 1 )893-4202.
8309Aa05

Many have been completeI'
refurnished and will be ready
lor occupancy on or before
Aug_ 21s1. Apply rn person.

: Sot'ND CORE· CO!\1PLETE 12
.' channel P_A. Graphics, monitors.
100 ft. snake. sound man. four
, years experience. Call 6874758.
82112An020
•

STERE
SABIN AUDIO

12x60 and a 12x50. BOTH Il\i ex·
ccilent condition. 5-19-5550 or 5291604.
8201Ae04

t'xcell~nt ~~~. S~r~o~, ~t
ofrer,mustsee'Callafter~.549-

Cameras

fOR RENT

per month for 36 months Dr $-!,5OO
cash sale. 687-2482.
B82IIIAei15

MAVERICK '74. Jrtwer
r~~~~.very good cO~I~~~~

Mar~hall Reed, Hyde Pork
Clark or Monticello Close
10 campus-utilities Included
Trash P,ck·up, Free PermIt
Parkrng. Coble TV available

I REEL DEVELOPING tank, 4

618-5~9-2983

~rJ:.1::t~~~~~e3~~~ a~~ S:~5

Auiomo iles

Now Accepting
Fall Contracts

-.:r.

I

a.

CONTRACT FOR TITLE. Car·
bondale area, 1969 Statesman, 12 x
60. front and rear bedrooms. ne....
ca~t. butcher block counterl0ps.

FORD

1
,

: R,\LIEGH PROFESSIONAL MK
i 1\. 1. old· never raced, good
W~III~I~.J~.~O. call ~X?~

IWNOI5 COMPVmr MARl'

Mobile Homes

da~'~ IS!'Uf?

\1

8:145Ai04

B.."90Ad04

~ollr ad:

E. Main.

~~

lit,
Sweats eo,.,.... , .....
(I mi. eas' of Moll no""o Ik. Buick)

SIl", 3 1 , acres. barn. 3 bedroom.
basement. Cltv water. etc. $.11 500
or best ofrer lor either. Will con·
sider contract. 549-1019 or 549-2'747.

ati'·('rtist'r whlt'h It'Sst'n the \·ill",·
01 th,· advt'rllst'mt'nt will bt' ad

,

I8iectIon of computer
books & magazines.

~~~~~rt~W~: ~~~ sS:Ji~~(

~:~~'~m~r~~~ n~1\h~!'f~~lr~} :g!

THREE-SPEED bicvcle

I for sale. just like new. 549-5470. .

We also lI'fodc a wide

TWO HOUSES . BY owner. 1;\-1·
llEDIATE OCCl'PA:>iCY. Both
completely renovated and in ex·
cellent condition. One 1:-'; TOW~ . a
semi duplex "'ith dishwasher.

Tht' Dally r:gyptiiln. ('annot Ilt'
rl'SptlO$lbl.· for mon' than on('
dJ'··' In(·()rr",·1 insertIOn .-\d·

: GIRLS

CARIBONDAU'S ONLY

Stop by for a
free domonfttf'atlon

8.119Ac(11i

LAKE OF EGYPT lot - LakeshoTl'
Drive. Excellent location. Must
sell $3.900,00. call HIll·3UI after .J
pm,
819"-Ad07

·tl'll thru '>mE'fI't'n DilV~- I; ct'nl~
l't'r, \\ nrd. pt'r dil~
.
I \H·~lt\! or ~Iorf' [)a\·~-;.,. Ci.1'nts

\,('rllst·rs

~5'·5966,

Reel Estate

\t,.ord, pt'r da\

d},'IH' !hnl '>int, lla\S 7 l't'nls pt'r

p,'r word. pl'r ru~

35~ 1973. RUNS AND :

~Igre:lier x6c~I~nt gas m~f~Os

~

529-1.2

to, Bryan:J' Mi ....
)4q·~U21

;l21-l. Main

C'dalt

Motorcycles

~

:.
..,.

t\

·AIIUtll..... ....
• c.ItIe IV A_I.....

d_

.1IrI_........

',.'

• aColor~ toChoole.,....
·y,....Pfdr...
·'-"*Y ...U....

.~

Marshall & Reed Apts.
511 - South Gra"'m

CAI80NDALI

.... 45'...12

.

Mo~i Ie

Homes

MALl8U VILLAGE

FE:Iol:\LE TO SH,\RE trailer. Own
bedroom
rl'nt SilO month. . "
ulilities. ';111 ~49·I'611 aftl'r 5:11O or
-t53·5371 I Ask lor Tawny I. ItI+lBl'IlR
R () () :\1 :\1 ,\ T E

Now Renting For
Summer & Fall
Hwy 51 South
ancl
1000 East Parle

'I; E E D E D

TRAILER I.'hl'ap renl
femalE'. CaU .,49·01110

1~.lIBl'II6

FEMALE ROO:\l:\lATE SEEDED
to share nice. clean house close to

~~sm~. !:~~le~~\~:~m~~~~iS~~~

SI;'I;GLES . O:'-iE BEDROO:\1.
Summer· $125. Fall· $155. Includes
heal. water. and trash. Furnished
and air conditioned. Verv clean. no

re~~; ~~~~~~s~~1r'"0~3. ilt

Bi880Bc04

EXTRA NICE. MODER:'<i 2
bedroom mobile homes: furnished.
carpeted. A·C. anchored. un·
derpinned. sundecks: laundromat:
country setting. Only 10 minute
dnvetocampus: 529-1910.
88\13Bc04
121160 TWO OR THREE bedroom.

~s~~i- :nirfu~~~~:o~ho!~:

~~::,~.Iar"p pool. ~~
MOBILE HOME. IOx60. FURNISHED. rural setting. ex-

=~~~tI~~~9-~f:f.le ~~f[c~'

2·3 BEDROOMS. S75-S350. Close to
campus. 529-4#1.
88235Bc20

STUDENTS PREFERRED. 12 x
65. three bedroom furnished.
central air. Iotal electric. no
children or pets. 687·2482.
88280Bc03

TWO BEDROOM. 14' Wide. carpet,
furnished. A·C. no pets. ~91.
B8307Bc05

MOBILE HOME. 10x50 two
bedroom A-C corner Park and
Warren. Phone 549-5649 after 6:00.
88311Bc05
NICE CLEAN 2 BEDROOM
: \ . r.°,!"rJn,~:t~~~io.A-C.
Bll288Bcm
EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN AND
neat 12x60 2 bedroom. furnished.

=agl~~~=c:==.~e

8:1-I:lBe07

FDIALE RpO:\J:\1.Hf; :'tEEDED
to sharE' 2 . bedroom trailer CaU
.
11321 BeO-t

457·5307.

FEMALE ROO~UIATE WASTED
for IrailE'r 2 blocks from campus &.
to'4n. Good condition. Own room.
SI05 month S '2 utilities. Call 5291985 after 5:00 pm.
8327Be04
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Clean 2 bedroom trailer. furnished.

S80 mo. rent6. Deposits !'I'quired. If
interested call immediatelv. 45i·
2404.
8a329Be05

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
fUrnished house. Wash &. Drv. Mwave. 2 bath. Nice bedroom in
atmosphere and neighborhood. 5-193860.

8348Be03

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
a 2 bedroom mobile. 5 miles out of

~~S:~ ~~~l~: g~:ile~~~cl~~:

8314Be07

0545.

Duplexes
THREE BEDROOM. THREE
miles from camp1.!S. all utilities

~~~~S3;:C:P~o:~tr~c.:3'd :~~t

on per person basis. 43"7~Bfm

HElP WANTED
WORK WITH FRIENDS. Sell Avon

~J'~~:~:Ua~~~.ork.

88276C20
PART-TIME
BUS Drivers.
variable hOUTS. C license required.
S.I. Bowl. 529·3755 before~06

TmEOF
POSITION:

B8295BcG5

PERFECT FOR A couple. Two

~~oo~obil~ar~::::. a!ur~~~h~~

Southern Park. Available now.
$150.011 permonth. 549-7653.
8306Bc05

YOU CAN WALK to camJlW! from
this two bedroom. carpeted. furnisbed. centrally air conditioned
mobile home. Available now.
$150.00 permonth. 549-7653.
8304Bc05
2 BEDROOM TRAILER for rent

near Crab Orchard. furnished. A-C
SI90monthly. pets ok. 457-7!m.
8323Bc04

MOBILE HOME 12X50. 2
bedrooms. clean. air. free bus to
campus. Available now. Phone
457-8378.
8:W7Bc021
DESOTO. MOBILE HOME. clean.
air. gas heat. couples onlv. no pets.

~~r o~::~s::~~ S5Ii ~Ti1f:cis
NOW IENTlrlC

'''12-i:
WI"

N."wy.S'

1M"

Rooms

ROOMS GOIl'\G .'AST . Two
blocks from campus. 54~2831.
Advance payment requireds:ioeBd04
MURPHYSBORO.

LARGE

WA:'I;TF:D: !U:SI-:ARCHI-:R full·
lime.· H.S dt'grl'l' n,·'julrl'd.
blochemistr}' bal'kground .and lab
t'xperlence deSirable Dr R. :'I;
p('ff'r~nn.

::l:u.-,=-.r 1

2

w.it. No pets. 453-5125~:~
I NEED A place!! Easy·going 22
year old male needs hOusin~ for
~!~0~'.-~:8hr.1r\e!~. ~~1~ ::;
Rick at 6M-62-16 anytime after 6
p.m.
82i9Be04
ROO:\IMATE NEEDED FOR
Furnished Mobile home. Fall 81.
~~ng 82. Mile 10 campus.~IB~
THREE BEDROO;\1. THREE
miles fr~ .•1 campus. all utilities

~~~~ :;::~ ~~~~'n:~~

HR~;f!(''':l

A :'t :'t 0 l: :'-i C E :101 E :'t T
0 F
POSITIO:'-i. Di"ision of ,ontinuing
Education. Southern Illmois
l:mversity at Carbondale. Advisor·
Counselor. The Division of Con·
tinuing Educat.ion _ks 3n ex·
perlenced individual to direct

~~:Si~r~~na~ it~~~~~s. foposai~~

requires tra"ello Southern Illinois
correctional centers to ad"ise and
counsel incarcerated students
enrolled in SIVC's l:niversitv
Siudies baccalaureate program.
Other student populations include

~::r!':n ,E~~g~faran~ff~~~~~~

centers. mdi"lduahzed learning
a,!d. contractual programs.
l'ohmmum requirements include a
Ma~ter's !legree in counseling.
SOCial serVIce field or relatf>d area
and two years ex~rience with

:~t pf::gl~~:~'i~nt~oi~!

rr:r::!at~~~~~~~~i~~a~n ~~

counseling. needs assessments and
evaluation models. Tnis is a halftime ISO percent) non·tenurabIe
ad!ninistrative-prof~ional
a pcrtment. Saliny IS negotiable.

na.!.e:s~f :~~~~~~~. ~:F~h~~~

numbers of three references
should be submitted no later than
August 31. 1981. to Dr. George W.
Stickel. Chairperson. Search
CommitteeI'
for
AdvisorCounselor. Division or Continuing
Education. washiOClron Square C.

=rsale~"~~~boO(r.!ie~~~*not!

Appl\! In Person Or
Send Resume To ....
Personnel Dept.
Memorial Hospital
404·W. Main Cdale III.
(618)549·072I
Equal Opportunity Employer
HIGH

E:'>f:HGY.

DY~AMIC

Cf~t~'?in;'a~i~~ra~ ~ro~.,~~~~~~

\\;ellness
Resource Center.
Southern Illinois l'niversitv
Pro\'en experti!le and experience
In health and wellness promotion.
counselor .supervision. workshop

gr~~3~~rtlgon~riSE'~r~u~ ;e~~vl~~
~I'velopment.
g~1r~~er'~I~~II~i~i?a~~~ w~~~i~g

therapy. materials

Highly developed writing and
communicatIOns skills and
essential. With skills in media
desirable. MastE'rs Degree in
health or hW'!"an services. 2 years
administrative and supervisor
experience. SE'nd Resume bv
August Ii to Search Committee
Student WeUness Resource Center'
SIU-C. Carbondale. Illinois 62901. •
88134C02

549·2794
Man Thru Fri Noon to 4

Assistance
Center

Pregnancy

Research Project Specialist
(Technical Information
Coordinator)

QUALIFICATIONS: Master's Degree ar equivalent in
high. .dum1ian or reIat.d f~ of journalism. communications,
braodcasting. and five years of experience in uni_rsity
setting writing with emphasis an production. A general understanding of all phases of coal research are requested.
STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
1. Coordinates activities of the Cool Research Center's
Technical Information Office, including, 0) display operations;
b) editorial services; c) Cool Research Center technical
library operation.
2. Develops brochures or programs for the Coal Research
Center events and special functions.
3. Supervises assigned penonnel in the gathering. writing. or
distribution of information and/ or performance of clerical
support duties.
.. _ Acts as liaison between campus news sources and news
media. such as responding to inquiries from the news
media and the public concerning Cool Research Center's
activities, programs, or events: or arranging press con·
ferences. meetings, or special interviews.
5. Writes articles, news releases, or features for distribution
to or inclusion in intra-university publications: releases or
recommends which items are apropriate for release to the
various media.
6. Gathers information about university coal research activities. programs, or events (such as student enrollment.
ocademic programs, faculty or staH appointments. research
programs. tuition, budget. or autside events affecting
the Cool Research Center).
7. Performs related duties as aSSigned.
Septamber 15. 19B1

SALA.Y:Cammensura" with experience & education
EFFECTIVE DATE OF IMPLOYMlNT:The position
is open and will be filled as soon ofter the closing date
os feasible.
Michael M. Crow. Assistant
Director
OF
~ PIaming and Analysis
Coal Research Center
PERSON TO CONTACT:
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale. IL 62901
618·536-5521
NAME AND ADDIIISS

SOUTHERN IlliNOIS UNIVERSITY·CARBONDAlE IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY " AFFIRMATIVE ACTION .EMPlOYER

Pregnant-Need

Help~

Call 529-2441
24 Hr. ServIce

RAINBOW'S
CHILDREN
Early Eclucatlon Cent_
Individuolized Acodemics
Program
Creative Arts
Only 15 Full Time
Openings.

549-3074
Proposed Opening 8124

WANTED
W.-\]'\;TED AIR CONDITIONERS.
running or not. Also low utility
trailer. Call 5~3563.
8161Fi6
Tl'TORS WA:'-iTED ... ALL sub·

~~.i'i1~~s J'~~f:ct:h= ~Wic~ino~
Veterans AffaIrs. Woody Hall.
Room B·35'1. ~o phone caIlsJ.l:~~

WANTED. GIRL DANCERS. $500
~re~~fif!~:jipt~~:~~" Fri.
8300C06

CASH

HELP WA!'<TED: WAITERS "
bartendE'rs for soecial caterinS!
projeCt. AJ,lPIY in person after 5:00
~:. Tom ~ Place. Desoto~.:Js

Paying 22~ lb.
For Aluminum Cans
Fri. & Sat .• 9AM-4PM

IF YOU C.\:' and like to talk on the
phone we will pay you to do so.

Starin ..,.; On R"('~('linl!

FJwbl~ hours calf 45i·7273.

0007Co&

62901. Position open imm~~.

DEADlN I0Il APIILICATIONS:

:r;,~:c:re~ri~e~~~o~e~'I':S

two morE'. -t57--13:l-I.

PREGNANT?
call IIRTHRIGHT
Free pregnonc\! testing
& confidential assistance.

Itl-l6Be11-l

549-0097.

Roommates

AVAILABLIIMMIDIATILY
l.C.U. Experience 15 Preferred
Excellent Starting Salary
& Fringe Benefit Poc~oge.

:Iolale or

'l;Ef-:DED: 3rd FE:\lt'L~: FOR big
J·broroom house n('ar D('nO\··s.
SIO\)-mo. :'Iust set'. 5-I9-i259
.

52t-tl01

3002.

RN'.
Intensive Core Unit
Full & Part Time Positions

HORSE RANCH NEAR Car.
bondalE' needs live-in person to do
housekeeplII~ and help care for

~~ ;;cF~:rct~I~~~~~ ~

8339C04

16110.

A.Aluminum
B. Beverage
C.Can
Recycling Center
201·W. KennicottCdoie. 111.1

SERVICES
OFFERED

Moilli. Homes
W....yCcnh
On The Spot
Any Condition
Mt-all

TYPING! NO·FRIUS QUALITY
~~r.' 0.75lta~:.. :~: G":er::;~~:
Delivery. olherservices. 549-6925.
______
831iE07

~~A~Afn!i~I~l~~r Sw~~:
~~o;s~c~~~e~ilf~~~~~himney
8275EoI0

LOST

n'PING: EXPERENCED: FAST.
reliable and accurate. SO.75 or
more pE'r page. Please call 54~
08Ii8.

7979E09

•

TIlE CARBONDALE WOMENS'S
Center
offers
confidential
Pregnan~ Testing 'lnd Coun~g~24A o-Choice Orga=~r2

SI00REWARD: LOST dog. female.
'2
Ihaso apso. ,~ looks like
minature Benji. about Aug. 10th
near Lewis Park. light white-beigebrown. j months. no collar. answt'rs to Gwen. friendlv. Call
collect (312) 969-0734.
• 8265G 10

NEED A PAPER TYPED~ IBM
Selectric. Fast and accurate.
reasonable rates. 54~2258. 8099E 14

ENTERT AINMENT

THESES. DISSERTATIONS.
RESl'MES. Call the Problem

~I~r:. ~~:~ Printi'\s:~E~7
BECOME A BARTENDER.
Classes taught bv professionals at
a Carbondale nfglltsrl!. Call the
~~~n's School 0 Ba=~f8
KARINS • ALTERATIONS AND
sewing. 224'2 S. Illinois. above

ANNOUNCEMENTS

~~~~;;u::·t;m~Ot~ ~~~:

MOCK MCAT TEST

GNOSTIC CHURCH TEACHINGS.

Saturday. August 29, 1981
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

529-1081.

8330E022

~~~~~:t~~f~hu:,1

.Efe. Pomona, 1-.. 62975.

8312E06

Alteration.
Sewing
DB·anlna

Come to Room 211
Wheeler Hall By August 29th
to pre-registerfor this fest.

There will be no fee required.
No one will be admitted 0fJ ....
August 29 without the blue
admission form.

Call Evelyn
549-7443

Sponsored by

MEDPIIEP

Pickup & Delivery
" Avell.....··

School or Medicine
SIU-C

BII:.!9·.!BeQ3

Daily

fo:!t~ptian.

Au!!ust 25. 191\1. Pall" 15

~

' . AUCTI NS
& SALES

OICOR PHOTO

OICOR PHOTO

USED EQUIPMENT BULLETIN*
CHKK THIS BULLETIN EACH WEEK T~ FINO

INDOOR FLEA MARKET. An-

t~ue &:

DleOR PHOTO

OUT WHATS AVAILABLE IN OUR USED E~UIPMENT

Craft Sale. Ser,ember 13,

b:n:~ f:~.t~~~~~~I~~~~~I~~

DEPr. AU USED GOODs CARRY A OIeOR.&5 DAY WARRANTY.

B82fi0K15

Yoehico
Momlyo

MOVING SALE FRIDAY and

FItIlBody

'en"""

~~~'!?J~I~~Ne2fio~~~f~~:

Kodolc
IIH
y ...hieo
y ...hieo

plants. clothes. Rain or Shi~K05

Fit Winder

5Ommfll.7
IIJO.300f/5Yoshl"oMI.
300 mmf/5.6
2OOmmf/4
2Ornmf/2.8

Heyo

Mlnollo
Minollo
Minollo
Mlnollo
Minolto
Minolto
Vivi'ar
YIvlto,
Mokinon
Nikko,

ANTIQUES
NOW OPEN! CHARLIE'S Attic.

Antiques. ¥Iassware. fuirniture.
Corner of ~orth 5th and E. Main,
Elkville. 12-5p.m. Buy and~~i.02s

99.99
139.99
119.99
79,99
89.99
69.99
59.99
189.99
199.99
129.99
199.99
89.99
89.99
89.99
29.99
24.99
69.99
79.99

lOOOOnw/S5fIl.8
Auto 110 wI24f/2.'
Co,,,,,'" 600
MX 33 Movi. Prol.

135mmfl2.11-

200mm I '4 C.ltle
5Ommfll.4
2. Conv.·MIn. MI.
3. Conv.-Nikon MI.
135fl2.II-MIr..Mt.

.= •.

5Ommfl2

e.n.nt; G = good F '" fOir P '" poor
Condition:
Merchandi •• __ on hand at th.-Clos. of bu.i.....
on 8·20-81. For more info. coil Tom· 529·3022

1

i

H

\:

;f

H:y 'J:W~'Nla,,.

DICOR,MpHOTO

to the D.E.
Classified
section for
Iye.penlng ,
results.

W

~

HA• •A.~
Staff Photo by Jay Small

AIU'('.l·S another Ii"e

J

:\ substantial number of students crowded into line to buy books for
the fall semester Monday at the l7niversity Bookstore in the Sludent
Center. demonstrating once again that long lines are a fact 01 life for
the 81 V student.

Proudly Pre..nts In Concert

ANGUS THOMAS
Pro Bassist Extroordinaire

- - - - - - - - ------. ---1
I

!

Can

1
I

: Drawl
This?

- - - - - - - - ( A STRAIGHT l I N E ) - - - - - - -

Yes?- No?- Maybe?_

Juet . .tume. . 'rom LA. th.. Will . . a ....t

Whether you prefer drawing lines. sketch ing. or painting
we have all of the materials you'll need

Appearing in Concert with Angus Will Be:

We carry a wide variety of art supplies
You can find everything from penCils and brushes to
pastels and paints right here
And it's dll brand name merchandise like: Grumbacher.
Winsor & Newton, Pelikan. and more
We also give on 10% discount to SJU students

~:,

'.;

DenylJOMS
Denny McC8I1y

...,....

........on,....
.....,...,Dru..., _

Glt . . ., _

Coocert To Be Recorded By NuWux records For Later E.P _Pressing

Wine Spec'.'

OffICE. MY SUJlftll5.'UINftV4If • EQUIPMENt

Daily Elll'plian. August

. . . . . .Itrfp
JlmMlII_
Chudl'rfp
John Will.....

Buyo half carafe of Paul-

701 E MAIN ~o !!O~ 3676 CAIlBONOA; F " ~""

45703P

co..... a....,....

Concert Starts 9:30 Tonight
Cover $1.50 Without Special Guest Invitation

£

);JIlt' 16.

Angus Has Recorded. Toured & Jammed with:
John Mayall. Harvey Mandel. Roland Kirk.
Johnny Winter. Eddie Harris. Jimmy Mack.
Taste oi Honey. Sugar Cane Harris. Stryder &
The Scandal

Q07. ~

Ma....-.OM.IIu~undy

or C.....II.-for 12.M and
keep the carafe! (RefillsS1.75)

52

,

; l/.;'11'
it.. I i" 1f! -. i;~
.f.
''!f1It

t

World slalom record holder Bob LaPoint hits the take off ramp,

Water skiing champ§
A 17-year-old [,'lorida man Saturday won the o\'crall ~ational
Waterski, Championship for the second year in a row at the Du Quoin
State Fairgrounds after four days of competition.
~rl Robe~ge, of Orla~o, won the .39th annual competition. in
WhlC,h 462 skle':5 took.part 10.39, events:n four separate categoriesmen s, ~omen s, boy s and g~rl s. The tournament was co-sponsered
by the Little Egypt WaterSki Club and tne Du QuiQII State Fair, Inc.
Ron Benton, of Carbondale, was one of the tournament directors.

Sta.f.r photos by Michael illarcotte
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Jim Flemmillg app..-ches Ibe jamp ramp dllriDg bis attempt.
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High school students 'tracking'
Voyager n with surplus parts

~

LA SALLE (AP) A
makeshift satellite tracking
station dubbed "The Shack" is
giving students at Hall High
School a special look at Saturn
this week as Voyager 2 soars
past the ringed planet.
Students have been at work
since March fashioning their
own receiving station Crom a
surplus radar dish and some
other
electronic
parts.
Beginning Monday evening. the
receiver began picking up hourlong nightly broadcasts from
;\;ASA scientists beamed dirctiv
Crom the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory's satellite circling
the earth.
The programs are being
videotaped to be shown the
following day in class. according to Walter Westrum.
district superintendent.
"We 're assembling every
evening at The Shack and have
opened it up for the kids to come

and watch." said Westrum.
Arrangements to receive the
hour-long nightly broadcasts
were made by through the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. the
NASA center responsible for the
Vovager series missions.
Total cost to build the station
was about 54.000. mostlv for a
fence and a structure to cover
the electronic parts. Westrum
said.
The dish that collects the
sateUite signals was enlarged
b\' the students using aluminum
extension fins and an aluminum
window screen. They designed
a tripod antenna mount with the
main axis pointing toward the
i'iorth Star so it could be made
to track the singal using a boat
winch. pulleys and wire.
··It is remarkable that our
high school students were able
to construct this new equipment:' said Westrum. "Bear in
mind that this is orignal work.

This is not part of some kit.'
The frequency is about one
million cycles higher than most
radio waves and one hundred
limes higher than the normal
television band. The transmissions come Crom over
40.000 miles above the earth.
"We're opening school \l,ith
quite a bang," said Rollie
Morris. the high school's
science teacher. "You certinly
won't find this kind of thing in
textbooks."
The daily summary offered
each evening between 7 p.m.
and 8 p.m. is being made
available to the major
television networks and other
independent
and
cable
television operations.
But
Westrum said officials with the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory have
told him Hall High is the only
high school in the nation
planning to receive the nightly
signals for use mn classes.
ItmlAMUltAL IPOInS

MACE from Page 1
McCaughan disagrees. and he
said he has talked with Sen.
Kenneth
Buzbee.
DCarbondale. and Rep. Bruce
Richmond. D-Murphysboro.
about changing the policy of
granting paid leaves.
"Both Richmond and Buzbee
agreed with what I said. but
they weren't sure what they
coulddoyet." McCaughan said.

SfKIMO"S
11 SLOW PITCH sonaALL
W

"I'm waiting to see if any action
will
be
taken
in
the
Legisia lure. "

Legislature. McCaughan said.
he will consider taking legal
action against the board.
McCaughan said that he has
''I'm looking into the
met with three other legislators possibility of filing Imabout blocking the payment. competency charges against
the board." he said. "They
should have read Mace's
but he declined to name them contract more closely, and
until he had commitments from maybe they wouldn't have had
them.
to pay him."

HeariRR set
for man charl{ed

any of our tape centers.
Materials constantly u:mated.
Over 40 years of
tlperience and

succeSS'"th!~
-n

f,eld of test

preparatIon.

W

6pkcans

1."

OI-YM~

12pkcans

3."

12pk

3.11

y~

Jack Daniels

7."

75Om'

Mt-7".
FOR INFORMA ilON
"agl" 18. Daily Egyplian. August 25. 1981

4:00pm Monday, August31, 1981
Room 158, Student Recreation Center.

1O!1JALI. OffICIALS:

Students interested in
umpiring must attend the following sessions:
4-6 pm, Thursday, August 77, Rm. 158, SRC
4-6 pm, Monday, August 31. SRC Playfields.

PLAy-.oINl: Tuesday. SeptemberS, 1981.

ANDA STRAUSS IS MAKING AVIATION
HISTORY IN THE ARMY.
··'Ill"

·lmhc.·m~a",,~r"3

Inw ROTC , ..all, Ill"
~OSft' ""hat n "'-;rio all dh.lUf f;:.rnlt".lf
all~l\uk!n·{ h..1\:e \\,(·rI"."\illur ~tter'
AnnvR(rrC£,~ ..>.nJa5"au"
~lffr'I.I0.I(,J..:an ~b,;hel't'-:anJ..
rflt.-.arTlf:j\.r\('u Tl~t·mJ'lur ....;.·rhv

Ch:r.'IIi.k hdl(llrtt"r unlllnGem~nv

a......1 ft"'ol rt1t1f .md malOtt."n.UKt."llttlCC'T
anJ 1m rn·uJ ,h.u III r..lh.-h",

woman rll hon,'C' lhat ~ummenr (l\'e1'
I~'" It> ar.....1,hnllk.r ~
;1

·~'wa-.leaml~h"wt(.. flv
11'k11't" sk~J

\'llur Arm\" RtITC ~1tb:~"Jfl. (.lmpu...

hdl((J[tfn- Ir r.ak('!lo a lUI

..o\nd l-'t.'1!:1n \,\IUT' future" .1~.m

rhon an .'rrlane It "'t: llunk <,,11_

I. l

hJcomandJnll!. tll.l!hr..cD.,,~ tfo.en'fl
tt.1uchc>r It ... ",'f ~Inh' ~K.IJenu.:.ll1\i
J..manJITl£, Ii, really mcnuUv
Jc."fTUnJm~ d~ ""'dl J.~ rn\"iiIC;JJ}'"
'In G""n.lnv, III ruve. d"lne..
In..1rw~'t'tnt'"nt' 'f«hnlq~ 11t".-tml"d

th-:(7"

For funher information
about Armv ROTC, visit the
Dept. of Armv Military Science in
Bldg. T~, located between Faner
Hall and Morris Library or call us
at 453·5786

h, l'-"'t" .... )(llC"\lt ,he: JeaJer.rurdoo
10

R('TC Ih 1!<"1lII ",he.k"'ili"hall"n2<'
h.'l"'tnt!" tffimand rC"f"lR."IiIOd 10('

DUCITIOIlAl

CALL

T_m

A YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE,

CllnD

INTERESTED STUDENTS

mentEntryFeeof$10/~. (To
$10 Entry Card, bring $pause Card or Staff 10
& Certificate of Appointment Card.)

rosters & tournament info at ..... SRC Information
T_rns mutlt submit roatw,.. by Cap1Oins'
Meeting with minimum of 10 members (complete
info) on roster:

TO 8E OFFERED

Voluminous home study notes on all
areas of basic $Clence.
Teachinl tests accompanied by comprehenSIve teachlnl tapes to be used at

RIOI.u: All SIU-C STUDENTS who hove paid
!he Stuct.nt ReaeatIan F-. and all STUDENT SPOUSES,
FACULTV/STAFF MEMBERS & SPOUSES who hove
paid the semester or annual use fee for the
- ....~.~~J
Student Recrwation c.m.r of tt. Softball Touma-,"

IlOI1RS DIll & CAmINS' MII1JN9;

S.I.U. ADVANCE
STUDY PLACEMENTEXAM
IN CARBONDALE
THIS FALL

Men's Women's CoRee
(A, 8 & C Divisions)

0.....

in hit-and-run case
-A preliminary hearing was set
MondayforSepl. 23at 1:30p.m.
in Jackson County Circuit Court
for a Harrisburg man accused
of driving the vehicle that
struck and killed and SIU-C
student earlier this month.
Thomas J. King. 22. is
charged with leaving the scene
of an accident involving death.
King aBegedly was driv~g
the vehicle that struck DaVId
Wan-Shewn Chou. n, as he was
riding his bicycle in the 600
block of Lewis Lane on Aug. 7.
Chou. a senior in computer
science. was riding his bicycle
when he was struck.

10UIlNAMINIS

If nothing is done in the

~r •. ! l f -\1
It \",lr.~' h

,t'''''i! .• ,t--.'I
, __ '" ,.e·,t

,.... :""

:.10... ,: ... ·.·t ...··r" .... "
-\r.. n 1h ITt

,~·mr-.·" '1

AlM'lROK.
• ALL1011 CAN . .

NATIONALS from Page 20
Conrado Porta's school record.
VonJouanne's name also goes
into the SIU-C record book for
his performance in the 800meter freestyle relay and the
-too-meter medley relay in
which Porta, Pablo Restrepo.
\' onJouannE' and Byme finished
sixth in a school record time or
3:51.8.
The 400-meter medley team
would have finished fifth in the
-too-meter freestyle relay, but
the electronic timer caught
VonJouanne jumping the gun
bv six one-hundredths of a
second, thus causing the team
to be disqualified.
Restrepo rounded out the
strong men's team performance by setting school
records in both the 100- a nd ~
meter breaststroke. He finished
lOth and sixth respectively in
the events.
"The bottom line was that we
just had a great deal of talent,"

Steele said. "E\'eryone swam
well at the meet. except for
Porta.
"We expected Conrado to
score some points for us in the
backstroke sprints." he said.
"He trained reaDy hard. but it
just wasn't there for him. He
just had a bad meet."
The SIU-C women's club did
not place. but their per·
formance was good enough to
put the Salukis in loth place (or
the combined men's and
women's teams.
Mary Wylie, Pam Ratcliffe.
Barb Larsen and Donna Decker
swam ID new school records in
the -tOO-meter freestyle relay in
-1:00.13, and 400-meter medley
relay in 4:30.23.
Ratcliffe turned in a school
record time in the 200-meter
individual medley with a
2:26.07.

Decker swam to two Saluki
records-one in thE' 5/l-mett"r

(reestvle and the other in the
toO-meter free. Her times were
27.28 and 59.21 respectively.
Larsen turned in a personal
best time of 27.82 in the 106meter free.
Incoming freshman Janie
Coontz swam unattatched at the
meet and took 17th place in the
1500-meter freestyle and 2-tth in
the 800-meter free.
Diver Rick Theobald scored
six points in the U.S. Diving
Championships in Mission
Vieio. Calif.
Theobald placed 16:h in the
one-meter springboard and 12th
place in the lo-meter platform
competitior•.
Senior diver Tracy Terrell.
competing for the Miami
Huricanes in the national
competition. finshed 13th in the
one-meter springboard. 12th in
the three-meter springboard
and 11th in the lo-meter platform competition.

TENNIS from Page 20
eV~~~~!r!O~!!}\~e

surface is if the baD doesn't hit
the ground. He's an agressive
player, the kind who can make
the switch."
Besides the surface adjustment, the recruits will cope
with culture shock.
"Foreign students always
ha\'e it tough, and when thel
have tennis to worry about it s
tougher," LeFevre said. "'n
their countries, the strict
emphasis on education makes it
impossible for them to pick up a
racquet during the schOol year.

Mixmg. flaying an~ studyin~
here wil . be an adJ1~tment:
Along With co:c~, Desilets will
face the transltl~ns. LeFevre
learned about Destlets from exSalu~i ~effrey Lubner, who is
playmgmJohannesburg, where
Desilets lives.
.
'" got word that Desilets was
ranked 93rd in South Africa and
'wasn't too impres6ed."
leFevre said. "But then' heard
that Lubner was ranked l23rd,
and he's one of the 10 best to

Arena to air fight

BASEBALL from Page 20

The closed-circuit television
broadcast of the World
Welterweight championship
fight between Sugar Ray
Leonard and Thomas "Hibnan"
Hearns wiU be shown at 8 p.m.
on Wed. Sept. 16 at the Arena.
Tickets win go on sale at •

~:nfsnJc~et ~fia:e~1 ~!~

reserved and cost $20.
Tickets go on sale at an Arena
ticket outlets Wed. Sept. 2.

filling the bases. Then Jones
foDowed with his single, giving
the Padres a 7~ lead.
In an American League
contest. Doc Medich fired a sixhitter and Buddy BeD drove in
two runs with a double and a
single as the Texas Rangers
snapped a tbree-«ame Iosin,

Physicals will be given from 8
to 10 a.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday for Women's Intercollegiate Athletics. Athletes
interested in trying out for a
sports team must see Sally
Perkins in Room 101 of
McAndrew Stadium, by the
northeast gate, before Aug. 25.

Grid tryout slated
Tryouts for hopeful Saluki
foothan walk-ons wiD be held at
McAndrew Stadium 6 p.m.
Tuesday Aug. 25.
Athletes wishing to try out
will fill out a questionnaire
concerning their medical and
academic status before tryouts.

"If they can handle the
switches we're going to have a
great team, much better than
last year's," he said. "I don't
know what order the players
will be playing in yet, they're
the ones that have to decide
thl'lt ..

streak with a 3-4) victory over
the Toronto Blue Jays.
Only one runner reached
second base against Medich, 73, who struck out six batters en
route to his third shutout of the

.......

WHISKEY SOUR
ENJOY CARBONDALE'S
FINEST SPEEDRAILS
AND FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE
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Down & Try
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TAI-~
For Beer

.

Drinkers
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Try
,,/;
San Miguel y'f.{
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ALOHAI

PREPARE rOR

For Happy Hour.

MCAT.LSAT.GMAT ~l
SAT·DAT·GRE

Join Us for Our

arf'

Physicals slated

ain of
Desilets and Coch wifl more
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Men's & Women's
PLOOIt HOCKIY 'lQUllNAMlNfS
(A, 8 and C DIVisions)

.'..,PLAY"

Monday· Thursday 8:00 - ":00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am-3:00 pm
Sunday 9:00 am-3:00 pm
. . . . . . .: All SIU-C STUDENTS who have paid a Student Recreation Fee:
STUDENT SPOUSES. FACULTY/STAFF MEMBERS & SPOUSES wt .J ~ve paid the
semest« or onnual Use F_ (faculty rate) for the S~~ Recreati.on
members
Center or purchase $10 Floor Hock.., Entry Card are ellglble_ Minimum 6 team
(completed information) on the roster.
CAPTAIN'S . .mHO & IOJIIIII DUI: 4:00 pm, Tunday, Se~t. I, 1981, Room 158, .
Student Recreation Center. (Rosters available at SRC Information Desk) PLAY STARTS.
Tuesday. September 8, 1981, Pulliam Gym,

Parlour Special
Tanquaray Gin

75(
TRY OUR DELICIOUS LUNCH
SPECIALS
VIDIOGAMIS

OPEN 10 AM

OffICIAU: First Orientation Meeting will be held 4-6 pm. Thursday. 8/77 Room 158, SRC.
CLINIC conducted 8-10 pm Tuesday, September I, Pulliam Gym.
Daily Egyptian, Augullt 25. I!!III. 1\',,·

Tankers take 6th
in national Dleet
By Jim Cagle
StaR Writer
i
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Staff photo by MI~hael MarcGUe
Salol s .... lm C..~b Bob Steele, lert. presents AU- pete in an international meet in Japan later this
American ~er1Ifkales 10 Cenrado Porta, unlft', week.
and Roger Va&Jouanne. VonJouanne .... 10 c:om-

VonJouanne to miss school;
meet puts him in a class alone
By Jim Cagle
!Half Writer
After one day of the fall
semester. SIU-C's premier
swimmer Roger VonJouanne is
leaving school.
It's not because he's unhappy
witb the Saluki Swim Club or
because SIU..c swim Coach Bob
Steele has revoked his
scholarsbip.
. Because of his fifth and sixth
'place finishes in the 400- and
3lO-meterindividuai medleys at
the U.S Swimming Championships in Milwaukee two
weeks ago, VonJouanne will
pack his bags and head for
Japan and the Fina Cup In_vitationaJ.
Fina is the abbreviation for

the International Federation of
Swimming and the Fina Cup is
a competition between six of the
best swimming countries in the
world: Japan. China, the Soviet
Union. Australia, Canada and
the United States.
The top three finishers in
every event at the nationals
qualified for an international
meet. The top two finishers
were to compete in the Soviet
Union last week, and the third
place finishers were to make
the Japan trip.
"Two of the swimmers that
fmished in front of me in the 400
dropped out, so that put me into
third and made me eligible for
the trip," VonJouanne said. "I
don't know what happened in
the 200, but I suppose it was the

same thing. I'm just glad to
have the chance to go:'
The senior from Henton,
Wash. will leave Tuesday for
the competition to be held Sept.
29-30 at the Olympic Pool in
Tokyo.
.
"I'm told thaUt's an excellent
facility." VonJouanne said. "I
expect there will be a lot of fast
times turned in.
"I'm shooting for personal
bests," he said. "That's what I
always shoot for."
VonJouanne's only other
competition out of the country
was m New Zealand in January.
"I've seen most of my By Steve Mellich
teammates at the meets." Stalf Writer
VonJouannne said, "but I've
Consistent play and low
not met too many of them
scores are what Coach Jim
personally ...
Reburn will be looking for
during tryouts for the Saluki
men's golf team this week.
A meeting for interested
golfers is scheduled at 7 p.m.
novice, intermediate or ad- Wednesday in the classroom
vanced division. A $3 entry fee section of the Arena. Tryout
is required. A $I forfeit fee is rounds will be at Midland Hills
required at registration and is Golf Club in Makanda Thursday
refundable to those players who and Friday.
"Since Midland Hills is a
do not forfeit their first match.
Singles play starts Sept. 8, nine-hole course. golfers will
doubles on Sept. 21. and mixed have to play two rounds to try
out," Reburn said. "This way
doubles on Sept. 28.
A 36-hole golf tournament will I'D be a ble to see how consistent
be held Tuesday, Sept. 15 and their play is."
Wednesday, Sept. 16at Midland
Reburn said three members
Hills Golf Club near Makanda.
A pre-tournament meeting will of last year's team-junior
Robbie
Hammond,
and
be held 5 p.m. Thursday. Sept.
10 in Room 158 for interested sophomores John Schaefer and
Tom
Jones-are
guaranteed
golfers. The men and women's
tournaments will be split into spots on this year's team,
leaving at least three spots
three classes. The winners in
open. He said freshman recruits
each class will be determined
Randy Harris. co-eaptain of the
by handicapping. Registration
Belleville East HIgh School
closes Friday, Sept. 11.
team,andMark Young, the 1980
Volleyball, nag football,
Illinois State High School
indoor mini-s()t'~er, innertube
water polo, wristwrestling,
basketball, swimming. handball and badminton tournaments, plus a swim relay
meet and a cross country
CHICAGO
(AP>-Pinch"turkey trot" are also planned.
batter Mike Tyson... fter failing
to bunt in two attemDts, doubled
to right-center. sC:lring Ivan
DeJesus in the 11th inning
Monday and gave the Cbicago
Cubs a 9-8 victory over the San
"Coch's used to playing on
Diego Padres.
clay courts, and it'D be a rough
DeJesus, who had doubled
adjustment for bim to switch to
home three runs in the first
a harder, faster surface,"
inning. walked to open the 11th
LeFevre said. "I've bad players
off loser Gary Lucas. 3-7. Tyson
then batted for winning pitcher
-::i~C~~~t couldn't make the
Lee Smith, 2-5, and delivered
But LeFevre thinks Coch is
his game-winn!nf blow.
the type of player who can
The Cubs had tied the ~ore 8make the transition.
8 in the ninth on Bill Buckner's
"He rushes the net after his
two-out,
two-run
Single.
services," LeFevre said. "It
DeJesus and pinch-hitter
doesn't matter how fast the
Hector Cruz walked with one
out in the ninth and Steve
See TENNIS Pale .t
Henderson sinaled, filling the

Intramural activities start Sept. 8
The fall schedule for intramural sports offers students
the chance to participate in 21
activities ranging from badminton to wristwrestling.
Eligibility is open to aU SW-C
students who have paid any
portion of the Student
Recreation Fee and aD faculty
and staff members, their
spouses and students' spouses
who ha~"e paid the semester or
annual use fee for the Student
Recreation Building or the
tournament entry fee per
tour:lament.
.
Tournaments are split into
either men's, women's or co-rec
leagues. Leagues are divided
into advanced and intennediate
divisions, which are both
competitive and include
standings and playoffs. The
recreational league is designed
for those playing for fun.
Rosters for each team sport
are available at the Information
Desk in the Student Recreation
Building.

Leadin g off the intramural
calendar is 12-inch slow pitch
soUbaD. Men, women and coree teams in each of the three
divisions are eligible.
Teams are allowed a
minimum of ten players.
Captains are to submit their
roster at a meeting at 4 r.m.,
Monday, in Room 1580 the
Student Recreation Building.
There is a $10 entry fee per
team. Play begins Tuesday,
Sept. 8.
Captains of men's and
women'S floor hockey teams
will meet at 4 p.m., Tuesday.
Sept. 1. in Room 158. Rosters
are to be turned in then. A
minimum of ·six players is
allowed per team. There is a $10
entry fee per team. Play begins
Tuesday, Sept. 8.
There wl1l be a meeting at 5

~~~. as:J'~~~~n ~~~~

f:

the singles. dOUbles and mixed
doubles tenniS tournaments.
Entrants will be in either the

Foreigners blister tennis squad
By R~ Furlow

. . . Writer

Two recruits of the Saluki
_ mell's tennis team came into
town last week, and Coach Dick
LeFevre hopes their stay will
Iva up the squad.
GabrielCochofColombia and
David Desilets of South Africa
will join the team, which lost its
Iop-Spot player, Guy Hooper, to
....dilation. With Hooper, the
team finished 11-14.
"Coch was the secondrranked

junior player in the whole
coontry," LeFevre said.
"Colombia's No.1 and 2 players
aren't as good as the top two
players the same age in the
United States, bt& any time you
get one of the top playtl's in a
country, you know you've got a
good one."
LeFevre got the tip on Cocb
from Alvero Pena, president of
Colombia's National Tennis
Federation. Pena played tennis
for LeFevre at Sltf-C in the
early 60s.

--Pale ZO. Daily Egyptian, August 25.1981

The Saluki swim club shattered nine school records con its
waytoa sixth place fini<;h in the
United States Swimming
Championships in Milwaukee
two weeks ago. The sixth place
finish was the best ever for SIU·
C at the long-i:ourse nationals.
according to Coach Bob Steele.
Steele gave just one reason
for the excellent showing at the
nationals-the team simply was
deep in talented swimmers this
summer.
"For various reasons we had
more people staying in town for
the summer season this year,"
Steele said. "We had an
abundance of highly skilled
swimmers that decided to take
classes a nd compete for us this
summer."
Not only did the Salukis have
a number of swimmers stay for
summer school, but they also
had a couple of top notch
"outsiders" that trained with
and swam for the club for the
summer only.
Dave Sims of Stanford and
Frank Perella of Louisiana
State both scored points for
SIU-C at the nationals.
Sims took second place in the
1500-meter freestyle in a school
record time of 15:30.2 and
qualified to compete in international competition in the

Soviet Union.
He also set a school record in
the SOO-meter
freestyle.
finishing eighth with a time of
8: 13.8. and swam a leg in the In

~:~go-:ee~~~ki:s~k~ ~~f~~~

eighth. The relay team of Tony
Byrne, Sims, LSU's Perella and
Roger VonJouanne swam the
event in 7:40.2, setting another
school record.
VonJouanne led the tankers.
finishing in the top 10 in four
individual events and two
relays. He set two school
records and tied one in the
individual events and swam a
leg on two record seUing relay
teams.
A senior from Renton. Wash.
VonJouanne finished fifth in the
400-meter individual medley In
a school reCord time of 4:30.2 .
and sixth in the 3lO-meter in·
dividual medley in 2:06 .i.
another school record.
Because of his high finishes in
the two individual medley
events. VonJouanne qualified
for the U .S.team which will
travel to Jar:n for the Fina Cup

In~~~::n~~

s:r:;, ~!~~hed

sixth in the 200-meter butterfly
in 2 :01.8. one-tenth of a second
off the school record, and took
eighth in the 100-meter
backstroke in 58.28. tying
See NATIONALS Page 19

Men's golf tryouts held
by coach to fill gaps
Association champion, as well
as 1980-81 team members
sophomore Curt Drapp and
senior Terry O'Neill, aU have a
good chance of making the
team.
Reburn expects at least 30
golfers for the try out.
With his team having finished
seventh in the Missouri VaDey
Conference last year, Reburn
said there is room for im·
provement.
"I'm looking for a balance d
five good players who can get
the job done. We can't rely on
one person to carry the team."
he said.
The season begins with a
tournament at the University of
Evansille on Sept 14. SIU·C will
play aD its tournaments on the
road. a schedule that hurts the
team's performance, Reburn
sail.
"Each course is a challenge
and hosting our own tournament would help our golfers
since they would be familiar
with the course," he said. "By
playing on the road, we lose the
advantage the:! host schools
have. HopefuDy, we will host
our own next year."

Tyson's hit gives Cubs' victory
bases. Pat Ta6ler struck out,
but Buckner greeted reliever
Lucas with his clutch single.
Earlier, Jerry Turner's pinch
three-run homer and a two-run
single by Ruppert Jones
featured a five-run San Diego
fifth inning as the Padres
raDied from a five-nm deficit.
Luis Salazar and Joe
Lefebvre singled to open the
Padres' flftb before Turner hit
his second homer of the season.
A double by Juan Bonilla
knocked out Chicago starter
Mike Krukow, who had been
staked to a 6-1 lead in the first

in:

ver Willie Hernandez
walked the next two batters,
See BUEBALL Pale It

BROWN
BACIT. • • •
BAG IT
AND

BAG IT
AND

UNIVERSITV

UNIVERSITV

SAVE!

BOOK S"Tt)RE
tEJ'lrrEIt

Am.rican H.ritage Dictionary
New College Edition
Plain or Thumb Indexed
$2.00 off regular pric.

BOOK STORE
STUDENT CEHT£R

Sanford Hi-Lit.r
R.gular.c94
This week only
3/$1.00

,
AND SAVB •

Two Pock.t SIU Folder
Laminated
This w . .k only
SAVE 104

•••••••

Spiral Notebook
National 133-345
10 sheets
Speciall1f

SAVE!

Used texts are priced 25%
Lower than new any day of
th.year! SAVE .•. Buyused!

Argus Post.rs
Regular $1.25 each
5/$5.00 this week

Open special hours this week
Free Pepsi while you shop

".1
~ BANICAMERICARD

~*_ {,_"_W,

00

536-3321

Ilo,e

STUDENT CENTER

DaiI,

~ptilln.
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Ielwooel Staltle.

HonelMlckrldlng & Trail .entlng
Monday-Saturday 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sunday 12p.m.-5p.m.
Stable located 4 '/2 miles south of
Carbondale off of Old Hwy. 51

Pinch
Penny
Liquors

Hours:
'1·1 M·Th
10-2F·Sot
1·15un
605 e Grand-L_i. Pk.
529·3348

12pk cans

4.00

~

6pk NR btls.

2.05

Olel Style

6pk cons

2.00

Welelemann

cis Ret

4.29

~~

:mSI-COOKOUT - Pat Simpson. a senior in
poIilicai sc:ietIce. rooked dinner outside Sunday.
Tuesday's weather mav not allow cookouts.

Staff photo by Jay Small
though. Thf're's a slight chance of rain in the af·
ternoon.

University provides housing,
day care for lDarried students
Hy Hy.... McClure

SiDdelll Writer

During the 1980 fall semester
2.493 married men and L-HI

married women attended SIl;·
C. according to statistics from
the Office of Admissions and
Records.

The university provides a
host of services for'married
students and their families.
Perhaps the most important
process

for

the

married

student, outside .. legistering
for classes. is linding a place to
live.·-The university has three
housing facilities especially for
manied students.
Everwreen Terrace has 304
two- and
three-bedroom
apartments for married
students with children. The
montbly cost for these unfurnished apartments-they are
equipped with stove and
refrigerator-is $222 for the twobedroom apartments and 5242
for the tbree-bedroom apart·
ments. All utilities are included.
Soulhem Hills Apartments
consist o! m efficiency. oneand two-bedroom units. The
efficiencies and the one·
bedroom apartments are
furnished. but the two-bedroom
apartments are available
furnished or unfurnished. With
all utilities included. monthly
rent foran efficiency is 8176. for
a one·bedroom is $194 and for a
..

I

• lass

-

"-

Accfnt
Stained Glass
custom windows
supplies
classes

r:-------l

-

~.

1115% off 11 any purchase

L~~.!~1!~_J

two·bedroom IS S2112.
At 1100 S. Elizabeth St. are the
Elizabeth Street Apartments16 studio apartments for
married graduate students.
:\Ionthly rent is S21111 With all
utilities included.
The only problem is that "the
wcliting list is very long for all
the apartments." according to
Bettv Waller. manager of the
Familv Housing Office.
For'married students with
small children. several daycare centers in Carbondale and
the surrounding area can care
ior the children while either oc
both parents attend class.
The only child-eare center on
campus is the Child Development Laboratorv . located in the'
Home Economics Building.
The lab is not like ordinary
nursery schools. according to
Lyn Muldoon. director of the
laboratory .
"Our school is set up as a
training and research center as
well as a child-eare facility."
she said.
"We stress
development in all areas-intellectual and academic
development. social and
emotional
development.
physical development. mindmotor coordination develop·
ment and helping children get a

+ Dep.

Large Selection of Imported And
DomestiC Wine & Beer

Low Prices

Center cares for children 6
weeks to 212 vears okL.
The Pre-school Center takes
care of Children 212 to 6 years
old.
Children are accepted at the
centers on four· hour blocks that
run from 8 a.m. to noon and
from 1 p.m. to;; p.m.

-

Parking - Convenience

THE
HAIR LAB
Known for quality design
and chemical styling techniques

The ratio of stalf members to
children is normally about 1-<0-

The staff consists of the
director. two head teachers.

-4.

four graduate assistants and
several. students who are
learning how to care for
children. Muldoon said the
regular staff members were all
trained professionals.

Our stylists attend ongoing educational
workshops so that they might better 5el'Ve
you, the discerning individual.
For this reason we now have two
convenient locations.

The fee for one child is 5400
per semester. payable in three
$135 installments. The center
provides breakfast and lunch
for children who come in the
morning and a snack for the
children who attend in the af·
ternoon.

For an appointment, call

1IA.LA8 . . .
715 S. University
.57.2521

IIA. LA. All II.·

115 S. llilnol.
The Counseling Center in
Mt-nD
Woody Hall's A \\Ing provides
the married student with an
opportunity to deal with
problems and emotional ~011- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cerns. Through counseling. t

~~:'sdtand~~·~:rn~he!r:.se~fes ~~d ~~~o~~~s~~~:!?~:.e~hegr:t~f :The SPC Spirit Council is looking
others."
Two centers constitute the
laboratory. The Infant·Toddier

INTIIIIStiD IN

IPOInS OffICIATING.

All persons interested in offic:ioting
sports offered during Fall semester
must attend Rule Interpretation
Meetings, Clinics and demonstrate
o reasonable knowledge of rules and officiating
skills. All such students MM.SJ have an ACT on
file with the Office of Student Work & Financial
Assistance.

549-4521
Located inside
Book World 823 S. III.

I
Pal!t' ~'2. ():lIlv !':~\'nli:," A"",,,,, 15 I!IIII

:

members explore the personal:' for an enthusiastic person to act as
concerns and problems a • • •
married student may have.
• chairperson of thiS newly formed

_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ -:
:
AnENTIONI
-:
INTltAMU.AL SPOIITS
:
ISLOOKING
•
POll STUDiHIS

FlR$TORIENTATION MEETING (all officials):
Thursday, August 27, 1981.4:00·6:00 p.m.
Room 158, Student Recreation Center.

:

**

committee. The committee will work
with the SlU Cheerleaders and PomPon Squad and the Marching Salukis and
Pep Band. As chairperson of this
committee you would assume the duties of:

••
-: .Prop-amming both pre-game & half-time
•
-:
:
-:
,..
:

,..

••-:

entertainment for Saluki football pme§.
.Programming both pre..game & half·time
entertainment for men's & women's .(
basketball games.
/
·Programming activities to promote
Saluki Spirit!

:
-:
:
-:
•

••
:

:
•
-'-::-:
\, :
..
:

The deadline for applications is Friday,
• August 25 at 5:00 pm. Applications
: are available at the Student Program: ming Council Office on the third
: floor of the Student Center.

.

**

.

••:
*

:
:
:

..

·4....................................·

Office provides legal advice to students
practice since April 1m in Oak
Park, representing clients in
areas of divorce, contracts. real
What is a student to rio if his estate and bankruptcy. He also
landlord refuses to return his has worked for a paralegal firm
and as a service engineer,
r:nilla:.~ 1:rss~t:t~Je~r~~ ~!~: Streeter. originally from
out when there's just two weeks Indianapolis. Ind .. received a
of school left?
bachelor's degree in English
To help students out of such from Vassar College in 1972 and
binds is SIU-C students' at- is now considering going bark to
torney Elizabeth Streeter and sc!hool for a master's.
her assistant Steven 1\1, Rogers,
Streeter received a law
and three law students.
degree from Chicago-Kent
Rogers joined the office on College of Law in 19i5, She
July 1. He has a bachelor's passed the bar examination in
degree in political science from August 19i5 and began practice
SIU-C and obtained a law in :'oio\'ember that year untll
degree from Lewis College in Aprill9ii when she came to the
Glen Ellyn.
Vniversitv.
He was engaged in private
On the average. the office
By Jt'anRt' Cook
Student Writt'r

deals with about 600 cases a
semester. Streeter said. The
leading problems this past
semester involved local ordinance violations. perhaps due
to the recently tightened
drinking laws. Streeter said.
The second largest problem is
landlord-tenant disputes.
The students' attornev office
opened in April 19i7. and the
number of cases has steadily
increased since then. Streeter
said. "I've noticed that students
seem more aware of their rights
than they have in the past." she
said.

The students' attorney. as
stated in a memorandum put
out by the office, is barred from
acting for a student in actions or
claims against the University.
the Board of Trustees or the
State of Illinois.
The attorney cannot draft
deeds of truSt. real estate
mortgages or deeds. leases
(except the student's own local
residence). partnership
agreements or wills or similar
documents.
The students' attornev will
assist only eligible students
seeking aid and advice in

connection with persooaJ legal
problems, serving primarily as
a legal adviser and consultant.
The students' attorney may
act as counsel of record in a
cO,urt proceedin~ or admlDlstratlve hearmg. givlDg
preference to those applicants
unable to retain private
counsel. The attorney cannot
accept any pay of any kind
other than the salary.
The office is funded by $1.75
included in each student's fees.
The budget for the office is
SiO.OOO. The fee was increased
last semester from $1.

New specialization at STC
to teach welding techniques
Tool and manufacturing
technology students in the
School rI Technical Careers can
learn welding techniques in a
newly-offered specialization in
metal
fabrication
and
processeS.
"This new option will enable
STC students to combine a year
of machine tool studies with an
additional year of spl'Cializl'd
wl'lding classes." said H,R.
Soderstrom. director of the
school'S applied technology
division.
Included in the specialization
will be instruction in cutting.

oxyacetylene. electric arc and

~';:~t g:~ ~r~~n:t!!r~~d~~h~~

metals.

"The blend of these two
different skill areas," Soderstrom said. "will be especially
hl'lpful to graduates entering
the metal fabrication or plant
and machinery maintenance
fields,"
After they have finished.
students can test for certification in pipe welding and
heavy construction welding.

Soul Awaren...

FoundcItIon presents:
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Psychic Science Seminar
Psychic Readings
Healing Workshop
Ramadolnn
Corbondo'e, ",
August 29th. JOth
12-6 pm
$2.00 Admission Charge

Balli. of tile DJ'.
September 8th
9pm
OJ's will olternate every '12 hour. Ploying disco,
top 40's, Country Western ond the lotest blue
grass hits. Winning OJ to receive $25 cosh.
Judging will be done by !Q!L the oudience_
Rollin (Disco. Tap 40's)
vs
Irlan(Country Western. Blue Gross)

Featuring:
Join us foro
~ Lone Star beers
Fun and Most
Surprise gift drawing
interesting evening. No admission charge

~
'.

.':::
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'-"":

\

.:.

.:.. "

··BACKPACK

. .
L!!!L~'~]!Y
••..
,-_...,

We have lots of backpacks to choose from. Shop earl~
for best selection. Quality packs in a wide range of styles & pnces•
'

.
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OFFICIALSIU
One stop and you
are ready
for classes
School Supplies
-,

-;

~p ~

t""_",!

Art S~upplies
r,.-

~

.

~

Drafting Supplies

Free Parking
- SPICIAL HOURS: .

AUG. Ie THau AUG. It
MOM-THun 1:11-1:11

n; &S., i:Jl.i:M

REGULAR HOUIS: Mon-Satl:30-5:30 --.... ................-...

..

. ..: ....... ~ A.-a" l1li

BOOI<

TEXTBOOKS
If saving money
_ is your bag ...

MORE
U·SED

BOOKS

710

BOOKSTO~-....,
Supplies .
Official SlU. Textbooks,

STORE
tA"•• , •••, . . .

. Be Sure You
Have -Our 8agl I

Dental visits

Tuesday's pllzzle
ACROSS
I Hard fal
5 EVince
surprise
9 Fla"o"ng
14 No mare
than
IS Kilty
16 Enhrety
17 PaperISCla"nei
socket
19 Sport,
platfOlm
20 Burdened
22 A'cott III Ie
2 words
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33 Methods
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38 Sweethearts
39 Drunkard
40 John Phi lop
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2 Untwist rope
3 Omit
4 Pica and ehte
5 Chatter
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13 Ardor
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67 Pause
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46 Stagger
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49 Siud players
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Art subjects
Neckwear
Young chap
WWI weapon: 2 wordS
30 Iowa Indian
3 I Celtic
32 Not distant
33 Drama
34 Hemp prod·
uct
35 Range part
36 Egg mass
37 UMW memo
ber
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40 Smudge
42 Burn
43 Piano part
45 Gazed Irng
47 PIcture
48 Heckle
50 Crrcumvent
51 RaVIshes
"2 Menial bIas
53 Waupar!
54 Remus'
mother
55 P"nclpal
56 T"ckle
60 Dugoul Ilem

More thorough treatment of
dental patients resulted in a 20jX'rcent drop in the number of
student visits to sru·C's
emergency dental service
during 1980-81, according to the
School of Technical Careers.
"The decrease reflects our
new policy of more thoroughly
treating each walk·in patient to
cut down on follow.up visits for
the same problem.' said Dr.
Dominic Cittadino. clinical
dentist and director of the
emergency dental service.
The service. a student dental
program in STC's allied health
and public services division.
recorded 2.118 patient visits
during the fiscal year ending
June 30. That is a drop of 20
percent. or about 600 visits,
from the year before.
Abscessed teeth (30 percent)
and dental decay ('Z7 percent)
were the most common dental
problems encountered. while
root canal therapy (26 percent)
and operative dentistry (18
percent) were the most
frequently rendered emergency
services.
Most patients treated were
SIU-C undergraduates. and
slightly more than haH were
male.
Cittadino said more than a
fourth of the patients treated
were referred to local dentists
for non-emergency problems
such as cast crowns, wisdom
teeth extractions and dentures.
Walk-ins made up 66 percent
of the patient load. and followup visits accounted for the rest.
The service is located in the
src building.
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We are making these newspapers
available for newsstand sale ond
home delivery with in the city
limits of Carbondale,
Chicago Tribune - - - - - - - - - Chicago Sun Times - - - - St. Louis Globe Democrat - - - St. Louis Post Dispatch - - - Wail Street Journal - - - - New York Times - - - - Evansville Courier - - - - - The Barron - - - - - - National Business Employment Weekly Phone: 0457· 7637

Something special is
coming to

SIUEMPLOYEES
CREDIT UNION

watch this ad and your moil

box for details
1217 West Main St.
Carbondale, 11.62901
(618) ~57-3595

Hours

Lobby
M- Th 9·4
Fri. 9-6
Sat.9-Noon

Drive-up
8-4:30
8·6:00
8-Noon

plans open house
An open house to ac~int the
pubtic with the activitaes of the
Green Thumb Association will

1t~air

to feature bakery contest

More than 55.000 in premiums
will be awarded during the Du
Quoin State Fair's anmal Farm
and Home Show which this year
has some new "'Tinkles.
First. the entire Farm and
Home Show has been relocated
to its old stomping grounds. the
upper level of the grandstand
building. Secondly. the fair will
differ from past policy in that
there will be a special baked
goods competition. scheduled
Sept. 1. separate and apart
from the r~lar lud2ing.
"We have had people tell us
that we needed to have more
extensive exposure for people
competinlJ in the baked goods
competition of our show."
Roselea Prusacki. Farm and

~

Home Show director. said. "So
we have decided to conduct a
special competition for baked
goods.
Entries for that should not
come at the regular entry date.
.... hich is Friday. Aug, 'Z7 at 4
p.m .. but instead should be
entered between 9 a.m. and
noon on Tuesday. St:pt. 1.
"We will take all the entries
and judge them on the spot.
beginning at 1 :30. The winners
will be announced immediately." Prusacki said.
Regular entries in the
balance of the Farm and Home
Show. some 2.000 strong in 400
different categories of competition. must be at the
Fairgrounds by Aug. 24 by 4
p.m.
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Waited over a million years to see you!

,0 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Saturday
at
its
solar
greenhouse and community
garden site. associated with the
Eun:Ja C. Hayes Center at 411
E. Birch St.
Tours of the greenhouse,
garden demonstrations. a slide
show and literature on solar
greenhouses and on garden
techniques will be offered.

NOW OPEN

Shawnee Bluff

f~~~

(Salt Peter Cave)

Paddle boats-Canoes-Fishing
Picnicking -Family Camping
6 miles south of Murphysboro on Rt. 127
Open at Noon every Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Bring Camera
$2 per person at gate
1015 E. 'ilolnut .57·3391

25% discount for groups of 10 or more

DAVIS AUTO CENTER
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Tuna-Up
Special
• cyllnclar $34.'5
• cyllncler $30.'5
4 cyllncler $21.95

DISC BRAKES

•••••S
FRONT
DISC BRAKES

$3'.'5

STC offers different path to degree, job
8v Robbit- s. ('ox
Studt'Dt Writn

Some 500 SIU -f students
seem to thrive on nontraditional learning methods
that will earn them a degreeand
a
job.
The School of Technkal
Careers ISTCJ oifers programs
for students who want an
alternative to traditional
college
education.
"We broker the degree." said
Larrv :\lcDougle. director of
STC's baccalaureate studies
division. "That means we offer
verv few of our own courses in
the 'student's specialized ridd."
Students take the regular
courses offered bv other units in
theuniversitv and compete with
students in those units. In this
5Iystem. students sign a learningcontract in which they can

determme the direction they
want
to
go.

better server!
ill'adpmi{'

The five'part learning contrad consists of an approval
sheet. a career goal statement.
general studies requirements. a
program of study. and a tentative schedule. 1be appro\'al
sheet requires signatures from
the student. adviser and
director that grant permissiun
to contract for the desired

"We are not here to com,· '!p
with other colleges in thp
l'niversity, The main di£terence IS that the SIUDents
conform to standards set by
themselves because theY work
on an individual basis ...

d~ree.

OVer 51M) students participate
in the program In more than 30
technical fields. The two largest
enrollment fields are aviation
management and electronics
technology.
McDougle said the baccalaureate program was
designed for students "not

bv other
Unit"

The job placement rate for
the program is very high,
According to responses from
over \Uti students during a
recent studv. onlv one was
unemployed."
.
:\lcDougle attributes the high
job placement rate 10 the
program's encouragement of
students to pursue more than
one field. Data from the study
reported that the highest paying

fields in the program are
electronics. data J:rocessing
and computer sCience.
Graduate salaries range from
StR.IIUII
to
$25.1,,'1).

"rr a student is majoring in
aviation. we encouragf> that
student to take classes in
business management." :\IcDougle said. "By majoring in
aviation. that student IS alreadv
getting
trained
In
the
mechanics of aviation and IS
learning to become a pilot, If
the student takes business
management. he will be skilled
in mechanics. piloting and
management."
"The importance of the
program is that it produces
well-rounded indi\'iduals who
are able lowork with others and
do the job:' he said.

Flying cilib
seeks pilots
at tryouts
Students who are pilots and
are interested in jOining the
SIU-C FlYing Salukis flying
team can trv out r.ext week at
Southern I1llnois Airport.
Flying Salukis coach Tom
Young said any student who
holds a private pilofs license
with less than an instructor's
rating is eligible.
Ground tryouts will begin at 5
p.m. Monday. August 31. while
flying tryouts are scheduled for
5 p.m. the next day. All tryouts
will be at the Universitv's
Flight Training Center just
north of the airport terminal.
The Flying Salukis have won
the Nahonal Intercollegiate
A FIRST AT 81U - Mlcbel Nelipovich (Iraat), _ .alstul
prGla.... at "e Vniversity of Annu. ia L~ Rocll, wa. cathe finl doelerof reb.lliII......~ ever l(ivetl ill "e V.S.
al SIV-C'. sa.. ater COIDlIIeIICeIIlent Alii.'. A. he was cere..........y
"heeded" lIy Richard Baller, • RelialliUla"" Inslihlle coonIiaa",
the alldience of 3......... out ill .ppIaUM. NeIqIoviclt said be wa.
awed by IIIe ellperieace.

rer.

Flying Association national
cha-..pilJhship iJ'tfom-'of the last

We Urge you to

SHOP & COMPARE
WE PA Y MORE for

CLASS •••••
Anything of Gold
or Silver

J&J Coins

823 S. III,

457-6831

Dairy Queen Brazier

Weekly Special
Doubleburger
Full Meal Deal

$1.23
$1.79

(Monday and Tuesday)
4 till closing

529-1400

open 10:30-10:30

Highway 13 West

~ r\as Legal

.J"~'00 ~

_\~..;..
, ~....

but there is .m alternative
to the high cost of tegid
representation.

I

I

Crttninai Defense.
__ .Divorce.
BankruptCieS.

Jacqueline Abel.

five years.
James Roberts. and
The team will compete in
Martha Easter-We/ls
NIF A regional competition
sponsored by Lewis University
ATTORNEYS
Oct. 22. 23 and 24 at the LewisLockport Airport. T.he top ~5
finishers from regIonal air
meets around the country will
advance to the NIF A national
championship air meet next
.
situations that usuaDy trigger spring.
Young 1'aid about three slots
their smoking. according to a
on the 12-person team will be
clinic spokesperson.
filled from the tryouts. Can"This is a brand new clinic didates must pay a $5 fee and
program which the American must be checked out in SIU·C
Lung Association has spent five
event tryouts will
years developing and testing
aCross the country." said include a flight-planning
registered nurse Carol White. problem and an. aircraft
recognition exercIse. The
Fee for the program is $5. airborne part of the tryout ':"ill
Enrollment is limited and consist of an accuracy landmg
advance
registration
is attempt with po!Ver. off. .
More information IS available ft$T required. To register call White
~
from Young at the airport.
at 549-5361, ext. 236.

and other
Civil Matters.

CHnic aims to 'free smokers'
The Carbondale Clinic will
sponsor a five-session p~IP;~.
"FreedOOl from Slnokmg. to
be held 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesdays beginning ~pl 9 at the
clinic. 2601 W. Mam.

The program offers group
support to smokers. and ~s
designed to help them kIck tJ:Ie!l'
habit permanenUy. The climc
emphasizes unlearning a habit
and does not involve scare
tactics. and a key part of the
program helps smokers find
better ways of coping with

a~~:~~d

r=~A_AL
SPORTS

StU.....t AII.llOry Boarcl
Application. for 1.11·82 Avall.It'e
'nRoom 135
Stuclent Recr_tlon Center

Positions Open: 6 Undergraduate Students &
3 Graduate Students
(Representatives from 1980-81 must reapply
if interested)

GET INVOLVED - HELP FORMULATE
POLICIES & PROCEDURES FOR
YOURINTIIAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM
Applications due:
Tuesday, September 1, 1981

Daily Egyptian. August 25. 1981. Pagt-
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Student jobs common
form of financial aid
Ih Rnon :\k('lurt'
Siudt'nt ,,'ritt'r

Studl'nt l'mployml'nt is the
most ofll'n used form of
hnancial aid on campus. according to Hrucl' Lorl'nzana.
inlakl' counselor at the offices
or Studl'nt Work and Financial
Assistance.
Hut likl' othl'r types of
financial aid. such as federal
and state grants. scholarships
and loans. obtaining an oncampus job is sometimes difficult.To ease the task of getting
an on-campus job. there are a
few things the prospective
employee should know.
An undergraduate student
needs to be l'nrolled atll'ast one
hour during the summer and at
least six hours during the fall or
spring to be eligible for oncampus work under the student
work program.according to
SWF,\'s Office of Student
Employment.
l:ndergraduates on the
Federal Work Study Program
must be enrolled for at least six
hours in the summer and at
least sL"( hours in Ute faU 01'
spring to work on campus.
Graduate students must be
enrolled at least Utree hours in
the summer and at least six
hours in the faU or spring in

order to work (In campus. said
Ilt'nms W. IA'i1nl'r. assoc:iatl'
dl'an
(II
thl'
(;raduatl'
St·hool.This requirement.s also
thl' saml' for studl'nts in the
Ft'dt'ral Work Study Program.
Studl'nts on thl' "l'dt'ral work
study or student work program
must ha\'l' an A(,T·fo'FS
I American College TestingFamilv Financial Statement)
on
with SWI",\ in order to
work on campus,The ACT-FFS
must be renewed each school
year. like a state guaranteed
loan. a Pell Grant. and an
Illinois State Scholarship
('om mission Award. according
to Lorenzana.
Since it takes from folll' to six
wel'ks for proceSSing. the form
shouk! be mailed in advance of
the time work is desired. A
student who worKed in the
summer and wants to continue
working on campus in the fall
will need to fill out and submit
another ACT-FFS form.
International students no
longer need an At,. -FFS form
on file to work on campus.
according to the office of International Education. The
students must. however. be
currentlv enrolled, have attended S-IU-C for at least one
semester prior to applying for
work, and must get a work

pt'rm.t trom thl' Intl'mational
Education orrice
I't'rhaps thl' hardest stl'P for
tht' !'tudt'nt .s Iinding a job that
fits the student's skills. intl'n'sts. and dass !'('hl'tiult'.
"The job markl't is limited
right now." sa.d Lorenzana.
":\\ost students rl'alize the
()utlook for l'indingjobsat home
was poor and. as a result. they
eleclt'd to remain here for the
summer. Therefore. most of the
openings we usually had were
already filled."

file

SWfo'A has a bulletin board
listi ng all the current job
openmgs reported by oncampus
employers.
l"nfortunately. Ute openings are
few in number and qUite often
call for skills students do not
have. such as accuralt'ly typing
50 words per minute.
"Often. the grapevine on
campus will fill many jobs
before the work office is notified
about them:' said Lorenzana.
"Students should start contacting their departments,
espt'Cially Ute departments in
their majors."he said.
On-campus job hunting is
similar to job hunting any
place. You have to knock on
some doors and talk to
prospective employers.

Activities one part of dorm life
Bv Diane L. Johnson
student Writer
l:niversity Housing budgets
more than $50.000 for studentplanned activities each year.
StU-C's
housing
ac-cornrnodates ".BZ3 residents-excluding those (rom Small
Group Housing. Each student
pays a $12 activity fee. said
Housing Director Sam Rinella.
For University residents the 512
fee adds up to 557.876 and is
divided among Thompson
Point, Brush Towers and
University Park.
Each residence hall elects
representatives from each
floor.
Last
year
the
representatives from Thompson Point organized a spring
festival called Pointfest. which
included games, bands and
refreshments. Hiking trips to
various parks or trips to Six

near st. Louis are other
activities that have been
planned.
FIa~

described the housin~ staff as
supportive. "The people here
are very good," Carlson said.
"They're qualified and know
• prTohbe'erems atrhe ael soome mWal~tY what they're doing."
at
,h
Within each housing area
University housing. Rinella
cited UJe No. J problem as
there are student resident
damages. He estimates them to assistants. head residents and
be around $50.000 each one coordinator of residence
academic year.
life. "Beyond Utis Utere is an
"This problem could be assistant director of housina for
eliminated if people would treat residence life who in turn
hOUSing property the same way reports to the director",
they treat their personal Carlson Said.
property." Rinella said.
A student resident assistant
Rick Carlson. a head resident lives on each floor of each hall
in Brush Towers for three and is responsible for the
years, has found the No. 1 happenings on that floor. The
problem to be alcohol.
head resident is responsible for
the entire staff of the resident
"There is often a lot of ad- assistants_ Thompson Point,
justment for these students:'
Brush Towers and University
Carlson said.
Park are headed by three
Both Rinella and Carlson
coordinators of residence life.

Mathematical
help any sludent
can afford.
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INTEREST
A Checking Account at
Carbondale Savings
pays you interest and
saves you monl!\J.
Your checking account pays
you 5'04% interest no
matter how low your
balance goes.
Your checking account is
free of service charge
with a balance as low as
5300 ... that's a savings.

MEMBER
FSlIC

If you're dealing with a
bank that insists you
keep $ 1.000 to $2500 in an
account to get checking
without service charoe
you owe it to yourself to
visit ....

Carbondale Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

SPECIAL REDUCED
PRICES
ON ALL USED TV.
ElectroniC parts and supplies for all
school needs
Service on most makes and models
of stereos and TVs

I:~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~II

IC Op-Amp Cookbooks

Bring in this
ad for

In Stock
This w_k on IV

$13 50
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15% DISCOUNT
ON ELECTRONIC TOOLS
AND TEST EQUIPMENT

LPICK•• ILIC1'RO.IC.
Lewl. Park Mall- Carllonclale
549-4833
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$22.50
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PUNCH UP 10 51
They',.yours!-II you ...... CoIumbiII Rec:anI a T.... Club . . . . . . .

Yes. here's a "juke box" that will play your favorite music for hours on •
Just "push the buttons" for the 10 albu,ns you want and write in tl
numbers on the application. Then fill in the entire application and ma
together with your check or money order for Sl.86 as payment (that's 11
your first 10 selections. plus S1.85 to cover shipping and handling)
exchange. you simply agree to buy 8 more tapes or records (at regular C
prices) in the next three years-and you may cancel membership anyt
after doing so.
How the Club operates: every four weeks (13 times a year) you'lI receive
Club's music magazine, which describes the Selection of the Month for e
musical interest ... plus hundreds of anernates from every field of music
addition. up to six times a year you may receive offers of Special Selecti<
usually at a discount off regular Club prices. for a total of up to 19 bU)
opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Setection of the Month or the Special Select
you need do nothing-it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an al
nate selection. or none at all. fill in the response card always provided i
mail it by the date specified. You will always have at least 10 days to m
your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without having had at I4i
10 days to decide, you may return it at our expense.
The tapes and records you order during your membership will be InI!
and billed at regular Club prices. which currently are $7.98 to $9.98-1
shipping and handling. (Multiple-unit sets and Double Selections ma~
somewhat higher.) And if you decide to continue as a member after c
pleting your enrollment agreement. you'lI be eligible for our generc
money-saving bonus plan.
10-Day Free Trial: we'lI send details of the Club's operation with your in
ductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason whatsoever.
return everything within 10 days for a full refund and you will have no fOO
obligation. So you risk absolutely nothing by acting now!
Special SlarI-Your-Membershlp-Now Offer: you may

.,so

choose your fir

selection right now-and _'11 give it to you tor at least 50% off regular Club pricl
(only 13.99). Enclose payment now and you'll nlCeNe it with your 10 introdueto

selectiOns. ThiS haft-price purchase reduces your membersttip ObIia-liC
immediately-you'MIhen be required to buy just 7 more selectionS (inItMCI of B)
Itle neJCt ttlree years. .lull CtIeCk box in application and fill in number you want.

If you'd prefe, to "try out" the Club on
a trial basis. see o"er on othe, side ...
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PUNCH UP 10 S.......
to..., ....
They',. JOUI'S!-I,.. join . . CoUnbia Recorda T.,. Club Mel .....

Yes. here's a "juke box" that will play your 'avorite music 'or hours on end!
Just "push the buttons" for the 10 albufTls you want and write in their
numbers on the application. Then fill in the entire application and mail it.
together with your check or money order for $1.86 as payment (that's 1C for
your 'irst 10 selections. plus $1.85 to cover shipping and handling), III
exchange, you simply agree to buy 8 more tapes or records <at regular Club
prices) in the next three years-and you may cancel membership anytime
after doing so.
How the Club operates: every four wee4c:s (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Club's music magazine, which describes the Selection of the Month for each
musical mterest ... plus hundreds 01 alternates from every field of music. In
addition, up to six times a year you may receive offers of Special Selections,
usually at a discount off regular Club prices. for a total 01 up to 19 buying
opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month or the Special Selection.
you need do nothing-it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection. or none at all. fill in the response card always provided and
mail it by the date specified. You will always have at least 10 days to make
your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without having had at least
10 days to decide. you may return it at our expense.
The tapes and records you order during your membership will be mailed
and billed at regular Club prices. which currently are 57.98 to 59.9B-plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple-unit sets and Double Selections may be
somewhat higher.) And if you decide to continue as a member after c~
pleting your enrollment agreement. you'll be eligible for our generous,
money-saving bonus plan.
1~Day Free Trial: we'll send details of the Club's operation with your introductory shipment. II you are not satisfied for any reason whatsoever. jus1
return everything within 10 days for a full refund and you will have no further
obligation. So you risk absolutely nothing by acting now!

=:i=:~m~~s;:-::~ff::J~~:~:"~:'U~
(only 53.99). Enc:IoIe payment now and you'" receive II witt! your 10 introductory
selectiOns. ThiS h.H-price purchae reduce8 your membership obligation
immediately-you'lI then be required to buy just 7 more selections (1nItIad of 8) in
1he next three yurs. Just chedl box in ~ and fill in nUIIIW rou want.

It you'd prefer to "try ou'" 'he Club on
II trilll bull, see oner on other sid....

!

I MIedIons (.. ......

r------------------------__ _..e

1WIKt..,~

Columbia Record & T..- Club. P.O. 80.1130. 1ene Haute. Indiana 47111
I am enclosing chec:k or money Ofdeffor S1.86 (which Includes l¢for my 10seleCllOns.
plus $1 85 for ShipPIng and handling) Please accept my membership application under
the terms outlined In thiS adverttsement I agree to buy elgnt more tapes or records (at
regular Club Prices) dunng the coming three years-and may cancel membership anylime after dOing 50
SEND MY SELECTIONS IN THIS TYPE OF RECORDING (be sure 10 check one):
0 8-Tradl Cartridges 0 Tape Cassettes 0 Reel Tapes 0 Records
MY MAIN MUSICAL INTEREST IS (check one):
(But I am always free to choose from any category)

WQH/2A

0 Eas, listening 2 0 Teen Hits 7 0 Classical 1
0 Country 5 (no reel tapes) 0 Jazz 4 (no reel tapes)

Send_ . . . .
10 MIec:tians

0 ...

g~____-:~_____
I Flease

PI,n!)

First Name

IMIiII

Last Name

~----------------------------~

~----------

Do hi HM AT. . . .? (CIIIcl.) 0 YES......--O 10 &fit
ThIS ofter not available In APO. FPO. Alaska. Hawaii.
please wnte for detaIls of alternative offer.

o

Puelto RICO:

==:':heJ I'-______

Also send my first seIec:tIon for at
am al:-:C~':
53 99 I then need buy only 7 more
selectiOnS (at regu..r Club priCes) in 1he

..1

I--------t

WQK/IC
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Columbia Record & Tape Club. P.O. 80.1130. Tene Haute. Indiana 47811

....-.

Yes I Cl like to try out' the Club-SO I m enclOSIng check or money order for 51 00
(that S 1 ¢ for my 6 Introductory selections plus 99¢ for shipping and handling) Please
accept my t"ai.membersh,p application L'nder the terms outhned at the right I agree 10
buy four more select'ons (at regular Club prices) during the com,ng three years-and I
may cancel my memberstllp at any lime after dOing so

:: 8-Track Cartridges
.~~" '.~..!:~ .. \~:"'j:.::

:a.;.

:: Tape Cassettes

i'·, '::'~;~;7:"5

(Bur I am alwayS free to choose Irom

=

. ( " I •.-'~i"

an~

Reel Tapes

~.',,;..

Send me these
6 selections

"·--'--1
~--------j

...

p!ea~ ~·rl~

Records

WQM/2E

caregor, I

Easy Listening 2 :: Teen Hits 7 :: ClassICal 1
:: Country 5 (no reel tapes) 0 Jazz 4 (no reel tapes)
:::Mr.

::Mrs.
::--._

=

F,r;~ ~am~

I!M.al

~~s~ \.~.~.

---------·--1

Address.. ....

I

'---------1

CityZip

Sbte.

Do You Have ATelephone? (Check one) 0 YES
Tn,s offer nOT allallable In APO

== NO

S50 FIt

FPO AlaSlt.a Hawal, Puer!C {:l,co
please ..file lor de/ails 01 ai/erna/lVe oHer

.
D

Aiso send my first seledion for at least"
I
~ diSCOUnt. for whICh I am also enclOSIng
additional payment of 53 99 I then need buy only
3 more selectIOnS (at regular Club prICes) In the
neKt three years

waN/2F

......____---'1 WQQ/2K

If you are just an occaslona! record or tape buyer ... if you prefer not to obligate yourself to purchase eIght more selectlonS ... or If you cannot find 10
selections you want nght now-here's a perfect opportUnity to "try out" the
Club on a speCIal-trial basIs I
JllS! fill in the special "Trial-Membership Application" ilt the 1",It-and we II
send you ANY 6 records or tapes-ALL 6 for only 1¢. plus shippIng and handling, In exchange. you SImply agree to buy as few as four selections (at
regular Club prrces) durtng the comIng three years. ThInk of itl-only tour
selectIons and you have three whole years in which to buy theml And that's
all there /s to /t'
As a Tnal Member. you'lI enJoy all of the benefits of regular membership
under the terms prevIously descrrbed in thiS advertIsement-but you may
cance-l at any tIme after buying four selections. So if you'd prefer to enroll
under thIS speCial "get acquainted" offer-mail the application today.
together WIth only 51.00 (that's 1¢ for your 6 introductory selections. plus 99¢
to cover shiPPing and handhng) Read the advertisement for details on how
the Club works.

~, _ _ _ _ _ _-,

WQP/2G

Special Start-Your-Membership-Now Offer: you may also choose your first selecIton right now-and we'lI grve It to you for at least 50% off regular Club priCes (only
53 99). Enclose payment now and you'll receIVe it With your 6 Introductory selectIOns ThIS half-pnce purchase reduces your membership obligation immediately-yotfllthen be ""QUlred to buy lust 3 more selections (instead of 4) in the nell'
three years. Just ch
JaX In appiiCatlOn and fill In number.
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II you are just an occasional record or tape buyer., ,if you prefer not to obligate yourself to purchase eight more selections ... or if you cannot find 10
selections you want right now-here's a perfect opportUnity to ··try out"" the
Club on a special-trial baslsl
Jusl fill in the special "Trial-Membership Application" al the lett-and we'"
send you ANY 6 records or tapes-ALL 6 for only 1¢. plus shipping and handling. In exchange. you Simply agree to buy as few as four selections (at
regular Club prices) dUring the coming three years. Think of itl-only four
selections and you have three whole years in which to buy theml And that's
all there ;s to It'
As a Tnal Member. you'" enJOY all of the benefits of regular membership
under the terms preViously described In thiS advertisement-but you may
cancel at any time after buying tour selections So if you'd prefer to enroll
under thiS special "get acquainted" offer-mall the application today.
together With only $1.00 (that's 1¢ for your 6 Introductory selections. plus 99¢
to cover shipping and handhng) Read the advertisement for details on how
the Club works

Special Stan-Your-Membershlp-Now Offer: you may also choose your first seleclIon righl now-and we'lI gIVe It to you for at least 50~ off regular Club prICes (only
53 99) Enclose payment now and you'U receIVe it with your 6 Introductory selectIOns. ThIS half-pnce purchase reduces your membership obligation immedIately-you"1I then tr -equired to buy Just 3 more selections (instead Of 4) in the next
box In application and hU,n number
three years Just ct
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0

Addres~sL_

City:

State

o College Student. Year of grad. 19_ _ _ 0

Zip,_ _ _ _ __
Educator

0

Administrator

11 30

School Name

o Visa
Ca~#

0

Master Charge (Interbank Number - - - - - - - - - ____________________
_ _ __
,Goodthn~I

You Can't Beat USSfor Selection, S~lVmgs, and Service!

